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OF FOOD FANATICS® MAGAZINE
Welcome to the fall edition of Food Fanatics® magazine and our 10th
anniversary issue!
Greetings! While I am new to the role of leading the marketing team that
publishes this great magazine, I am not new to US Foods®. I’ve been here
for 27 years, currently in the role of Executive Vice President of Field
Operations. I am loving this interim opportunity to work more closely with
the merchandising and marketing teams and excited to have a first-row
seat for the creation of our industry-leading food trends magazine.
I am equally excited that we are rolling out our 10th anniversary edition
of Food Fanatics magazine! This gave us a unique opportunity to look
back over the past decade. So much has changed during this time, yet
there have been key themes that consistently top the list, such as our
focus on sustainability, our love for comfort foods or simply our quest
to taste great cuisine from every corner of the world.
In this issue, we wanted to look back while keeping an eye to the future.
We talked with someone who does that every day – Chef Jose Andres.
Read about his approach to staying relevant and on-trend – particularly
his dedication to helping feed those in need during difficult times.

I couldn’t be more proud of Food Fanatics – from our US Foods Chefs that
go by this same moniker, to the amazing advice, direction and recipes we
have published in this magazine over the past 10 years. We continue to lead
the industry with our approach to identifying and sharing food trends and
food products that help our operators make it. If I had to pick a couple of my
favorite stories from this edition, I would point you to our story on how classics
continue to perform well in the restaurant industry, as well as a helpful article
about how looking back can help restaurants plan for success today.
Enjoy this special issue of Food Fanatics magazine, and join us in celebrating
10 years of sharing the love of food and inspiring business success.
Thanks for reading,

Jay Kvasnicka
Executive Vice President, Field Operations
US Foods®

*A comparison of SmartStock® Tri-Tower Cutlery Station to open cutlery bins. Independent research commissioned by Georgia-Pacific: CUT-19-2024
© 2022 GP PRO. All rights reserved. All trademarks are owned by or licensed to Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products.
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TOUCHING THEIR CUTLERY
It’s unsettling to see grabbing hands in open cutlery bins. Fortunately,
touchless SmartStock® Cutlery Systems can help you minimize
contamination with cutlery dispensed one at a time. So, patrons only
touch what they need. This efficient technology can also help reduce
cutlery usage up to 31%.*
Learn more at gppro.com/SmartStockCutlery
or call 1-866-HELLOGP (435-5647).
SmartStock®
Tri-Tower
Cutlery Station

SmartStock®
Wrapped Cutlery
System

SmartStock®
Cutlery Systems
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Some trends grow, shaped and fueled by
consumer awareness. Take the importance
of sustainable seafood, which Food Fanatics
identified in its inaugural 2012 issue. Back then,
the perils of overfishing and climate change
had just started to register among chefs and
consumers. Today, most restaurants and a
majority of diners prefer sustainable choices.
Other trends evolve, largely influenced
by dietary preferences. Think carbs. They’re
in, they’re out, but they keep coming back.
Or they catch on. Consider Chinese cuisine
opening palates to Japanese and Korean while
influencing chefs to work more ingredients into
American menus.
But the two most significant trends ever have
been plant-based foods and technology. They
were largely ignored 10 years ago. Today, you
can’t succeed without them.
And then there’s the people, the ambassadors
of the industry who have changed the face of
food and hospitality. José Andrés, chef-owner
turned humanitarian, showed on a global scale
that food can heal and comfort devastated
communities.
Some 40 issues later, we’re celebrating with a
year-by-year review of what was on-trend in the
past decade and what’s having a moment now.
Here’s looking at you, 2012 to 2022.

FALL 2014

Over the past decade, Food Fanatics has been
chronicling the most important food and front
of house trends—all for sharing the love of
food and business success.

FOOD PEOPLE

Penny-Pinchers

Frugal can be fruitful,
page 48

FANNING OUT

THE DRY AGE

Happy 10-year anniversary to us.

FOOD

Brunch Time

It’s worth the effort,
page 7

FOOD FANATICS

FOOD FANATICS

A decade of the most
impactful trends

MOVE
ON
LABOR
SOLVING THE
SHORTAGE

AWESOME
SAUCE
ODDITIES THAT
REV UP DINERS
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Reflections
from the
past propel
the future
By Monica Eng
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Where’s chef?
On the front lines
feeding people
wherever there’s
a crisis.
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José Andrés on
the ground in
Mozambique,
far left, and in
California with
World Central
Kitchen.

Andrés feeding
the community
displaced by
California wildfires.

ME: You’ve spent much of this year so far
working to feed displaced people from
Ukraine. What’s the best way for food
industry folks to help?

ME: What do you think of new food
technologies like CRISPR that aim to do
things like take bitterness out of mustard
greens so more people will eat them?

JA: Raising money at the end is the key. Sometimes
the situation and the conditions are hard. We
had some chefs who came to our main kitchen
just outside Ukraine and that was great. (But we
also) have 500 restaurants in Ukraine that we
support financially, so any dollar that anyone can
give helps, but I know the industry here has gone
through a very hard time, so I’m not expecting
anything.

JA: I think the world is a better place today
because over the last hundreds and thousands of
years, somebody always tried to push for something
else. More of these things, I think, are not bad. But
only the really good ideas will survive. I myself am
supporting or investing in the growth of fish cells
to produce salmon (and) the growth of meat cells
to produce meat. But I’m not against eating salmon
or meat. It just goes with my line of diversifying
resources.

ME: You’re chairing the first White House
Food Summit since 1969, which produced
groundbreaking advances in school food
and feeding programs like SNAP. What
topics are on the table this time?   
JA: School lunches, food deserts and food
insecurity, too. My perfect idea is to have a true
food advisor to the president, who is not out of
the USDA or FDA. They’d be an advisor the same
way you have national security advisors or defense
advisors or a national science advisory board.
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JA: I think it’s complicated. In the end, people
want to enjoy life today and that’s been true for
a long time. People keep doing very dumb things,
smoking and drinking even though it’s proven that
you shouldn’t be drinking or smoking too much. So
if we don’t really care what we are doing to our own
bodies and to our own health, I have a hard time
believing that humanity will care about anybody
else. But I’m hopeful that America will care. We
have to.
ME: You’ve faced a lot of bleak situations
and pushed through. How do you keep your
hope and motivation?

“THAT TELLS
ME THAT
WHEN WE
UNITE,
THE FOOD
COMMUNITY
CAN BE A
BIG FORCE OF
CHANGE”
—Chef José Andrés

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY WORLD CENTRAL KITCHEN

volunteer to help. Many host fundraisers,
donating proceeds to WCK. Supporters include
Jeff Bezos, who contributed $100 million in
naming him a recipient of his new Courage and
Civility Award.
Earlier this year, Andrés convinced the
White House to host its first food summit in
more than 50 years. The event will take place
this fall; topics on the table could affect all
parts of the food industry.
With so much on his proverbial plate, how does
the chef balance being a dad, husband and leader
of a huge restaurant group while trying to save
the world?
We recently sat down with him at his Jaleo
restaurant in Chicago before he hosted a
special dining experience for customers of
Capital One bank. The following is an edited
transcript of the chat, covering a variety of
topics, from industry issues and technology
to finding common ground on today’s most
challenging food issues.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY WORLD CENTRAL KITCHEN

→ No other individual

in food
has accomplished more than José Andrés over
the past decade. But it didn’t start out that way.
He was fired from El Bulli in 1990 for showing
up late to an appointment with then-boss Ferran
Adria. To this day, Andrés insists he was on
time.
It was a low point in his life that he now sees
as a lucky moment because it pushed him to
move to the U.S. and start again.
By 1993, Andrés became part of the team that
opened Jaleo in Washington, D.C. Now, nearly
30 years later his ThinkFoodGroup runs 30
restaurants across the U.S. But perhaps more
notably, in 2010 Andrés founded World Central
Kitchen (WCK), a nonprofit that feeds people
around the world in the wake of emergencies.
The organization has set up relief operations
across the U.S. and in more than a dozen
countries, including Ukraine where WCK was
one of the first organizations on the ground this
year. Wherever Andrés lands, droves of chefs

ME: Do you see Americans changing their
diets to try to help the planet? Do you
think that’s a growth area?

JA: We do it because we have to. I mean, what
are you going to do? I missed the birthday of
my daughters. I missed a lot of things (over) the
last 100 days because I was coming and going to
Ukraine. The last three years, I’ve been in Lebanon
and in fires in volcanoes.
Sometimes you wonder to yourself, "why am I
doing this?" But then you hear the inner voice say,
"I do it because I believe it is the right thing to do,"
because my daughters are seeing an example in
me of trying to fix things with action not just with
words. And because my wife encourages me to do
it. I do it because it’s the only way you can inspire
people to join and use their talents to help others.
But mainly you do it because there may be people
whose day began very dark and when they see you,
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1990 Fired after two years from
El Bulli in Catalonia, Spain
1991 Andrés arrives in the U.S.
1993 With partners, opens Jaleo
in Washington, D.C.
2003 Wins James Beard Award
for Best Chef Mid-Atlantic
2010 Launches World Central
Kitchen
2012 Named Time Magazine’s
100 Most Influential People
2015 Awarded the National
Humanities Medal by President
Barack Obama
2018 Wins James Beard Award
for Humanitarian of the Year
2022 Sets up WCK in and around
Ukraine where teams serve about
1 million meals a day
2022 Stars in Ron Howard's
documentary, “We Feed People,”
and launches first podcast,
"Longer Tables"
2022 Chairs the White House
Summit on Hunger
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ME: So you have this partnership
with Capital One bank where you are
curating dining experiences at U.S.
restaurants for its members. How
did that come about?

JA: I grew but I had to close some
restaurants, too. For six or seven weeks,
we kept all the staff at all the restaurants
on the payroll and that depleted any
money we had in the bank. That was
a big decision. So the big learning and
the growth is we have a lot of good loyal
people that have been with us forever.
They stuck with us and kept pushing.
But I think this pandemic has shown
all of us to be more resilient. We saw so
much creativity and bending the rules of
alcohol and cocktails to-go, and the local
government overall adapted to allow
us to take over the streets (for outdoor
dining).

JA: If this is something where I’m helping
restaurants to move away from these
COVID-19 times and start celebrating
our cities, then it’s great. And even if
it’s only the restaurants that are part
of the programs in different cities with
Capital One across America it sends the
message of "come on guys let’s get out of
the house." I support anything making
our streets full again, making our streets
vibrant again and making the restaurants
alive with people and celebration.

ME: So many chefs hang onto your
every word. Is that a lot of pressure
to feel people are listening to you?

ME What are the biggest lessons
you took out of the pandemic on
how to make restaurants work?
JA: We need to value close family and
friends and the people next to you. It
came at a good moment for me because
(my daughters are) all going to university
and it was a way to bond with them
more. It also taught me to value the people
I work with, especially in the early days
of the pandemic. From the moment they
told me I had to close my restaurants, we
put together a team of more than 3,000
restaurants in North America. We were
the biggest restaurant company out there
for a few months covering local needs in a
lot of places. And that felt really good.

JA: I don’t know if that’s true. It doesn’t
feel that way to me.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER FRANK EDWARDS/REDUX

1969 Born in Asturias, Spain

ME: You opened new restaurants
in the last few years rather than
shrinking. Any advice for other
restaurateurs?

they smile because all of a sudden, you’re
giving them a little glimpse of hope. That’s
probably the main reason.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY WORLD CENTRAL KITCHEN

José Andrés
by the Years

ME: It’s true.
JA: Then we need to bring it down to
earth.
ME: You often say, 'We don’t need
higher walls, we need longer tables.'
What does that mean?
JA: That you cannot be the holder of all
the truth. Other people have opinions and
you need to find common ground. You
also need to know where your limits are

and what you are willing to accept. At the
White House summit, we’re gonna have a
lot of issues. Will the food industry be able
to feed itself? Will the farmers of America
be able to feed themselves? The issue of
the minimum wage for the restaurant
industry. It’s complicated. Should
everybody make a minimum wage that is
also a living wage? Yes, totally. Now, how
do we make it happen in a way that makes

sense and is good for everybody and does
not just increase wages for people in the
front of the house while wages for the
kitchen stay low? That’s something we
have to solve because that creates an even
bigger gap inside the restaurant. I’m not in
favor of that.
So we need to be informed, learning and
listening. Longer tables. Bring everybody
in. ■
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THEN

now

SUSTAINABILITY’S RISING
TIDE LIFTS ALL SEAFOOD

Efforts to protect the world’s
waterways are succeeding, but
other threats remain
A decade ago, a groundswell of
restaurateurs, chefs, suppliers and
seafood advocates set a course to reverse
the dire state of the seafood industry.
Overfishing that led to endangered
species, inadequate global regulation
and weak sustainability efforts put the
industry on a disastrous path.
Today, U.S. seafood stocks are healthier
than ever and global sustainability has
made significant inroads. Sustainable
seafood, from seasonal catches to
farm-raised options, are commonplace.
Aquaculture practices have improved
substantially and grown dramatically.
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Hooked
on
Sustainability
The wave continues
By Kristin Eddy
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2012
COVER STORY

TURNING THE

TIDE
As the fishing industry fights to save
endangered species, restaurants are doing
their part—and engaging diners—
with sustainable seafood programs

➼

IT’S A FACT

A sustainable choice: mackerel
IMAGE BY ISTOCKPHOTO

The Fisherman as Hero
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Join the
conversation on
facebook.com/
usfoodfanatics

By Peter Gianopulos

forget
the statistics, the scientific studies
and the data on overfishing and
depleted seafood populations. To
understand where the sustainable
seafood movement is heading,
imagine instead the prospect of
“extinct flavors.”
The most passionate chefs cannot fathom living without the
taste of wild-caught salmon,
bluefin sashimi or a simple beerbattered cod, so they’re turning
the cause into a culinary crusade.
It’s not just to conserve what already exists in our oceans, but to
replenish what was there before.
A groundswell of restaurateurs,
chefs and seafood advocates are
on board, using a novel strategy that blends old-fashioned
storytelling with newly established sourcing guidelines. So far,
they’ve learned one indispensable
truth: dramatic
The Food and
Agriculture Organizanarratives may
tion of the United
hold the greatNations reports that
80 percent of fisheries
est hope for
are fully exploited,
over fished, depleted
instigating real
or recovering
change.
from depletion.

Fish Locally, Eat Seasonably

The Tennessee Aquarium, in partnership
with TV chef Alton Brown, has picked up on
the importance of seafood diversity—which
serves as the starting point for its new Serve
& Protect program. It asks landlocked diners, like those in Tennessee, to consider local
seafood options, such as catfish and rainbow
trout, instead of overfished populations, like
Chilean sea bass and monkfish.
The hook? Old-fashioned community

THE LURE
Making Sustainable
Seafood Profitable
SMALLER PORTIONS - Don’t be afraid
to serve 5-ounce portions or even cut
an 8-ounce portion in half for two small
plate servings.
BREAK IT DOWN – Give staff a refresher
on deboning fish and use remaining parts
after fileting for soups, chowders and
stock.
GO LOCAL AND SEASONAL - Offering
local freshwater fish provides a narrative
and can save money. Order fish in season, when they are abundant and less
expensive.
TELL A TALE - A story about the fisherman
or details about a supplier’s sustainable
policies can serve as a side dish to your
entrée, enticing customers to order and
return for more.

KEY QUESTIONS TO ASK
YOUR SEAFOOD SUPPLIER
Where did this fish come from?

Well-managed fisheries can be found
around the globe. But do your homework
and make sure you’re buying from
certified fisheries (MSC certified, for
example) or from countries with strict
catching guidelines.

How was this fish caught?

Some methods are more destructive
to the ecosystem than others. Bottom
trawls and dredges can damage the sea
floor and trap unwanted by-catch while
midwater trawls have minimal impact on
habitat. Line caught methods are also
environmentally friendly and often yield
better-quality, firmer filets.

What’s the standard?

A certified fishery or a strict quota system
should be the standard for purchasing.
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When Fairhurst recently featured sustainably caught swordfish as a special (harpooned
the very moment he was calling his supplier),
he recounted the story to his waiters, who
passed it onto customers.
It was portioned small and priced higher
than the other appetizers but sold out quickly.
“Everyone who heard the story had to try it,”
he says.

SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD CHOICES
Some fish to feel good about serving,
according to the experts:
Alaskan pollock
Alaskan halibut
Arctic char
U.S. barramundi
Basa

Catfish
Farm-raised white shrimp

Farm-raised salmon

Haddock
Monchong or wahoo
Latin America or U.S. farm-raised
tilapia
22

Deep water net pens that sustainably raise cobia
provide a story to share with diners.

Water World—The Promise of
Open-Ocean Aquaculture
Take a seven-mile boat ride off the coast of
Panama with Brian O’Hanlon, owner of openocean aquaculture farm Open Blue and he’ll
introduce his vision of sustainable, clean seafood production for the 21st century.
Dive 30 feet into pristine waters to find
what looks like a giant circus tent. Inside, an
imposing central pole rotates its Kevlar-like
skin, similar to a bicycle wheel, as schools
of blue cobia swim within its confines in the
kind of clean, cool waters they’re supposed to
thrive in.
O’Hanlon feeds them cobia fishmeal pellets
that mimic their natural diet. He orders cobia eggs from the University of Miami, which
thrive in Sea Station cages for more than a year
after they hatch. The fish are then harvested
with special stress-free pumps.
“Technology has come far enough that we
can begin to move away from the coasts and
into that vast open ocean,” says O’Hanlon. “I
know our cages are just one piece of a bigger
puzzle, but they certainly are a move in the
right direction.”
The Ripple Effect—The Positive Impact
of Sustainable Seafood Initiatives
Seaver, who recently penned the restorative
seafood cookbook, “For Cod and Country,” is
optimistic. Oysters, for instance, are experiencing a renaissance on the East Coast. The
bivalves, Seaver says, are as close to “perfect”
as possible. They freely breed when properly
farmed and clean the waterways where they
live, helping replenish wild seafood that once
populated the area. Farming them, he says, is
like making a deposit on the future.
Fairhurst believes more restaurants are
opting to serve seafood seasonally. This indicates the industry is grafting the “eat local,
eat seasonal” tenets of the organic food movement onto seafood.
Some of the best news may come from a
recent report from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Service, indicating that overfishing is
declining while the number of fisheries considered “rebuilt” is increasing. It’s evidence
that the culinary crusade by restaurateurs,
chefs, fishermen and distributors is impacting the future of the seas and our collective
dinner tables. n
Peter Gianopulos is a dining critic for Chicago
magazine and adjunct journalism professor at
Loyola University Chicago.

pride. With a little historical context on the
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uniqueness of the regional fish,
only properly cooked by locals, a forgotten
species becomes a local treasure.
In Miami, Chef Michael Reidt has made it
policy to pull 85 percent of his seafood from
a United Nations-protected region called
Area 31, which stretches from the Western
Caribbean into the Gulf of Mexico and from
the coast of the Carolinas to the northern
tip of Brazil. Using geography as a guiding
principle, he serves local seafood at his appropriately named Area 31, like 11 varieties
of snapper and farm-raised red fish, as well
as exotic choices, like paiche, an Amazonian freshwater fish. The latter allows him to
build narratives around the importance of
supporting sustainable-minded fishermen
in Third World countries.
“Like anything else, it’s about educating
your customers,” says Reidt. “And about using the best products available to you.”

ALL ABOUT BALANCE
Analyzing the cost of each component
can help size proportions that satisfy
the diner and the bottom line.
TOTAL COST: $6.55

15%

U.S. fisheries held steady with more than 90% of stocks not subject to overfishing, and 80% with population sizes

sufficient to be considered not over-fished. Stocks on the overfishing list held steady at 26 while over-fished

Many Fish in the Sea?

Larger-scale restaurants can turn to certifications programs, such as the Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) and Friend of
the Seas (FOS) to learn about bringing sustainable seafood to life. Both programs have
established sustainable seafood standards
restaurants can adopt or use to create their
own guidelines.
But as debate swells over how certification programs rate seafood, Wayne Samiere,
founder of the Honolulu Fish Company, suggests restaurants look to suppliers for exotic
alternatives to overfished standbys like cod
and tuna.
A trained marine biologist, Samiere
says suppliers are excellent resources for
hard numbers on catch rates, which help
operators determine which species are truly
abundant. He only encourages fishing lesser
known species—moonfish and monchong,
for example—which are plentiful and often
cheaper than many endangered species.
Sharing the toil of catching a particular fish
is also important, says Chef Alan Fairhurst of
family-owned Scoma’s in San Francisco. Diners may have more difficulty choosing seafood
that’s been caught by unsustainable methods,
such as bottom
trawling,
where
But some good
news: Groundfish
a net is raked over
Forum reports cod
the ocean floor,
quota increases in
pulling up everyAtlantic and Pacific
thing—the intendfisheries around
ed catch and otherthe world.
wise—in its wake.
f o o d f a na ti c s. c o m | F O O D FANATIC S
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FOR A MOMENT,

“Some restaurants can tell you everything
you ever wanted to know about the peach
that goes into your dessert: what farm it
comes from, the name of the guy who picked
it,” says Sheila Bowman, outreach manager
of the Monterey Bay Aquarium. “That information gets people excited. I’m not sure
we’ve told those stories about seafood. But
we are now, and it’s making a difference.”
Take Barton Seaver, former executive chef
at Hook in Washington, D.C., and now a National Geographic fellow. Seaver is on a quest
to help restaurants transform the way they
brand their seafood programs, starting with
changing the term “sustainable seafood” to
“restorative seafood.” He believes the latter
suggests that everyone—chefs, restaurant
owners, customers and fishermen alike—can
help lead a seafood renaissance.
In his favored narrative, the world’s smallscale fishermen are silent, unsung heroes,
selling their catch—and their stories—directly to restaurants. But because that’s a challenging and limited approach, there’s a solution for everyone: choose seafood suppliers
with an ecologically conscious story, one that
describes how they catch or raise seafood.
“When we dip our hooks into the water, we
don’t always know what we’re going to get,”
Seaver says. “What we do bring up, however,
can be a window for exploration, a way of introducing diners to new flavors.”
At Sea Change in Minneapolis, James
Beard Award-winning Chef Tim McKee
prefers visual cues. He uses a wall-spanning
blackboard to detail information on how his
fish are caught, where they are sourced and,
occasionally, the name of the vessel from
which they are pulled. The results have been
surprising—increasing sales of everything
from farm-raised abalone to Arctic char.
“You can go to a farm and see animals grazing, but it’s a lot harder to observe a school
of mackerel,” says McKee. “It’s really important have a strong relationship with seafood
vendors, large and small.”

stocks slightly increased to 51 , up from 49, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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Arctic Char with White
Bean and Artichoke
Giardiniera
Executive Chef Tim McKee, Sea Change, Minneapolis

57%

12%

For the giardiniera marinade, heat ½ cup canola oil
in saucepan and saute 2 teaspoons garlic until lightly
golden. Add herbs and spices, heating until fragrant.
Remove from heat; whisk in sugar and ½ teaspoon
salt. Stir in vinegar; set aside.

7%

4%

1 cup canola oil, divided use, plus extra
for cooking
4 teaspoons garlic, minced, divided use
½ teaspoon chopped rosemary
½ teaspoon celery seed
½ teaspoon mustard seed
½ teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
½ teaspoon fennel seed
½ teaspoon dried oregano
½ bay leaf
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon salt, divided use, plus extra to taste
½ cup Champagne vinegar
6 artichokes, cleaned by tourne
1 cup white wine
1 sprig thyme
3 lemon slices
½ cup carrots, diced
½ cup onion, diced
1 cup cauliflower florets
1 cup celery, diced
4 Thai chiles, split
½ cup extra-virgin olive oil, plus extra for drizzling
½ cup cooked white beans
1 teaspoon roasted garlic
Kosher salt and pepper to taste
5 ounces Arctic char
1 tablespoon butter

Sous vide artichokes by vacuum sealing in a plastic
bag (on ‘10’) with white wine, remaining garlic,
thyme, remaining salt and lemon. Cook at 185 F for
45 minutes; chill.
Saute carrots and onions in remaining canola oil for
5 minutes. Add cauliflower and saute 2 minutes. Add
celery and saute 2 more minutes. Add Thai chiles;
cool and add artichokes and olive oil. Vacuum seal
(on ‘4’) and marinate overnight.

5%

At service, heat beans and roasted garlic using
enough water to thin and avoid scorching. Season
with salt; keep warm.
Lay fish skin side down on a paper towel and
season with kosher salt. Heat 1 tablespoon of canola
oil in a very hot pan and add fish, skin side down.
Reduce heat to medium-high and allow fish to cook
until it can be moved easily.

BUTTER

ARTICHOKE

GIARDINIERA

$0.25

$1.00

$0.78

WHITE BEAN

OLIVE OIL

$0.45

$0.32

F O O D FA N AT I C S | FA L L 2 0 1 2

ARCTIC CHAR

$3.75

Add butter and when it foams, spoon over fish until
cooked through. Remove from pan and place on top
of beans. Top with giardiniera. Garnish with a drizzle
of high-quality extra-virgin olive oil. Makes 1 serving
with extra giardiniera.
f o o d f a n a t i c s . c o m | F O O D FA N AT I C S
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Restaurant suppliers have also
established programs to ensure
traceability and responsible sourcing,
guided by organizations such as the
Marine Stewardship Council that
certifies sustainable fisheries.
However, there's no rest for the weary.
Bycatch—unintended catch from trolling
fish—is still a mammoth challenge and
climate change both threaten the health
of the oceans.
“It is essential that we act now to
safeguard the ocean’s biodiversity
and food supplies," said Rupert Howes,
chief executive of MSC. "Consumers and
markets are a powerful force for change.”
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→ Fresh and wild once described the hallmark of the best possible

seafood. But that was before the evolution of farm-raised practices and
sustainability advancements that improved both.
Improvements and certification for standards, which have come with the
growth of aquaculture over the last decade, have steadily chipped away at the
stigma that farm-raised seafood can't stand up to its wild cousins. Look no
further than farm-raised branzino, which regularly appears now on chef-driven
menus, usually whole, fried or grilled.
“They are sustainable sources but also sustainable food costs,” says chef Chris
Robertson, who moved to Portland, Oregon’s Southpark Seafood restaurant
seven years ago after a career with New York-based Union Square Hospitality.
“Farm-raised products are more consistent and don’t rely on the weather
and the catch,” Robertson says. “The supply and prices don’t fluctuate that
much.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY EVA KOLENKO. FOOD STYLING BY ADAM PEARSON. PROP STYLING AMY PALIWODA
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Robertson wasn’t’ always a fan of “land”
fish—aquaculture that thrives offshore. But
he discovered that farm-raised can be an
excellent product when it comes from the
right source.
He brings in trout from San Francisco
retailer TwoXSea, which farms in the
Sierra Nevada mountains, and king salmon
from Creative Salmon in Tofino, British
Columbia, a Canada-certified producer of
Pacific Chinook salmon.
With high-end products finding
appreciation in his restaurant’s kitchen,
education is the next item on the menu.
“You can’t judge based on how it serves
the restaurant’s interests,” he says. “It’s
deeper than that. Wild and farmed both are
good—and both can be bad,” he says. “But
it can be hard to communicate that to the
public who believe wild is always best.”
It’s important, Robertson says, to keep
preparation simple. If the recipe is so
ingredient-packed that it overwhelms the
flavor of the fish, does it matter whether
it’s wild or farmed? Robertson says their
preparations generally stick to grilled or
broiled with seasonal produce around it.
Then it’s up to the waitstaff to point out the
beauty of the product. n

73%
Consumers who
say people should
eat seafood from
sustainable sources,
up from 65% two
years ago
—Marine Seafood Council
global study of 25,000
respondents
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THE ELBOW GREASE
IS IN THE BOTTLE
Monogram® Clean Force® Easy Scrub Pot & Pan Detergent
With Enzymes is fortified with protein- and starch-specific
enzymes, so even the toughest, baked-on foods easily wipe
away with less scrubbing.
Your staff will spend less time cleaning –
without sacrificing cleanliness.
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.
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THEN

Leveling up Chinese
cuisine at Eight Tables
features Osmanthus
Smoked Squab with
morel and garlic chive
sticky rice steamed in
lotus leaves.

2013
Tamarind and lemongrass
lamb chops at Charles
Phan’s Slanted Door in
San Francisco showcase
the hot, sweet and salty
Southeast Asian flavors
chefs love.

Fusion’s
Next
Evolution

THE FOODS CHEFS love to eat often
become the menu items diners crave.
As with dim sum, tacos or tapas, the
minute a chef gives the side-eye to a
2 a.m. bar burger, there’s a $38 short rib
patty topped with a four-minute egg
and a dusting of truffles on the menu.
The latest cuisine to be “modernized” or given the
classical European culinary treatment is a longtime
late-night favorite of chefs: Southeast Asian. Suddenly,
traditional Thai, Filipino and Vietnamese foods are
merging with a service-oriented sensibility and a hip
soundtrack to produce something greater than the
sum of its parts, and absolutely of the moment.

➼

Chinese cuisine
reconnects with
its roots

COVER STORY

DUDE, IT’S NOT

FUSI N
Southeast Asian gets the chef-eye
in a totally new way BY HELEN ROSNER

FUSI N

FOOD FANATIC S | SPRING 2013
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FUSION'S REVOLUTION
Connected by geography and common
ingredients, Asian cuisine has
influenced and dominated menus like
no other.
Chinese introduced Americans to the
flavors, but Japanese and Korean have
had greater influence, helping their
Thai, Vietnamese and Filipino neighbors
make inroads.
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By Amber Gibson
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2013
t wasn’t long ago that
people coming into my
restaurant asked for
sweet and sour sauce
or requested a basket of bread,”
says Mai Pham, chef-owner of
Sacramento’s longstanding Lemon
Grass Restaurant. “Now, all our
customers will eat anything we
serve. And they know almost as
much about the ingredients and
preparations as I do.”

foodservice perspective, it can be
hard to find ingredients at scale,”
she explains. “It’s only been in the
last five years that you can call up
a distributor and order fish sauce.”
Tracking down the best versions
of products is another issue. Unless the restaurant is in a climate
similar to Thailand for growing
indigenous vegetables—baby Thai
eggplant, long beans or green papaya, and herbs such as shiso, galanga
or kaffir lime—like Miami-based
A New Kind of Kitchen
Khong River House, frozen pro“Working in Eurocentric kitchens, duce may be the only option.
you don’t encounter Southeast
Asian flavors very often,” says Chef Don’t Forget Your Backpack
Jordan Kahn, a veteran of top-rated For those opening restaurants
restaurants French Laundry, Per Se dedicated to a national cuisine, a
and Alinea. Yet, when the workday trip to the country of its origin is
ends at 3 a.m., a late-night noodle essential. While starting Maharlika
shop may be the only thing open, and Jeepney in New York, it wasn’t
and soon, a plate of Malaysian mee enough for Miguel Trinidad to
goreng (fried noodles) or a pile of learn how to cook the food—he had
pork-filled Filipino lumpia (fried to go to the source. “I spent about
spring rolls) becomes something a year on the food, lots of trial and
craveable—and inspiring. Kahn’s
cravings led him to open Red Medicine, the Los Angeles restaurant
where he creates dishes inspired
by the Vietnamese pantry, such as
a brook trout roe with rice pudding
and Buddha’s hand citron.
Setting aside the classical European culinary mindset is tough for
cooks committed to replicating the
food of Southeast Asia. But finding
authentic ingredients can present
an even greater challenge. “We go
through about three cases of fish
sauce a week, plus kecap manis
(sweet soy sauce) from Indonesia,
palm sugar, cane vinegar—a whole
Southeast Asian pantry,” says
Kahn, who leans on Los Angeles’s
large Vietnamese communities for
some of his sourcing.
— Maharlika and Jeepney
For Pham, Sacramento’s Thai
chef-owner Miguel Trinidad
and Vietnamese communities
provide enough support for
Lemon Grass, but supplying her
fast casual chain Star Ginger—
with locations from California
to western Massachusetts—
can be more vexing. “From a

WHOLE YOUNG
PEPPERCORNS

RED AND
GREEN PEPPER

DUCK

$.01

$.30

$2

ASIAN
SEASONINGS

$.20

.2%

8%

51%

5%

COST MATTERS

Breaking down the cost of a dish is essential to
managing menu pricing and profitability.
PER SERVING OF DUCK: $3.94

Pad Ped Grob
Prik Thai On
(Crispy Duck)
Owner John Kunkel
Khong River House, Miami

2 duck legs, cut in three pieces
Salt and pepper as needed
2 cups chicken or vegetable
stock, plus 2 tablespoons,
divided use
Cornstarch, as needed
Canola oil as needed, plus ¼ cup
2½ tablespoons onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic, chopped
1 fresh green chile, chopped
1 fresh red chile, chopped
2½ tablespoons red and green
pepper, diced
2 whole young peppercorns
8 green onions, chopped
2 teaspoons basil, chopped
1 tablespoon sweet black soy
4 tablespoons bottled stir fry
seasoning
2 tablespoons chicken stock

It wasn’t until I went
to the Philippines
and really immersed
myself in the
culture...that I really
began to feel it.

FOOD FANATI CS | S PRING 20 13

Season duck generously with
salt and pepper and allow to sit
overnight. Bring stock to a boil,
add duck and simmer 2 hours until
tender. Dredge in cornstarch and
fry in oil for a few minutes until
skin is crispy; drain.

CHICKEN
STOCK

GARLIC AND
ONION

BASIL

GREEN CHILE
AND RED CHILE

GREEN ONION

SALT AND PEPPER,
CORNSTARCH

CANOLA OIL

$.53

$.17

$.20

$.10

$.25

$.03

$.15

13%

4%

5%

2%

7%

.8%

4%

Heat ¼ cup oil in wok or large saute
pan until smoky. Add onion, and
toss for 1 minute. Add garlic, chiles
and peppers and cook 1 additional
minute. Add peppercorns and
green onion, sauté for a minute and
add remaining ingredients. Toss
with duck and serve with Chinese
broccoli. Makes two servings.

error,” he says. “It wasn’t until I
went to the Philippines and really
immersed myself in the culture—
learning from grandmothers, from
maids, from chefs—that I began to
really feel it.”
Staying in touch with Thailand
is a part of Andy Ricker’s identity
as a chef and the success behind
his bicoastal Pok Pok restaurants
in Portland, Ore., and New York
City. Even with decades of deep
involvement in Thai cuisine behind him, he goes back to Thailand every few months to stay
connected with the culture and
the food.
A Westerner can certainly pick
up basics in a week or a month,
but the essence of Southeast Asian
cuisine is challenging to capture ad
hoc. “The food of Southeast Asia
includes some of the most complex
cuisines in the world, with thousands of years of history behind
them,” says Khong River House
owner John Kunkel, who lived in
Thailand for three and a half years.
“It’s difficult to drop in for a short
visit and just grab a few recipes.”
The restaurant’s “boat noodles,”
for example, is a family recipe
from Chef de Cuisine Duangwiwat
Khoetchapayook (known in the
kitchen as Chef Danny) that contains more than 40 spices, housemade meatballs and an abundance
of fresh ingredients. “ We only have
this dish because we have Chef
Danny, and his family trusts us,”
Kunkel says.

Blame It on Bourdain

A love a f f a i r w i t h e xo t i c
ingredients, like citrusy herbs,
sweet-spiced sausages and salty,
fermented seafood sauces, is part
of the reason modern Southeast
Asian cuisine is booming. But
convincing customers to branch
out beyond takeout-style pad
thai, lumpia and pho is half of
the equation.
Diners are more apt to try new
things thanks to Anthony Bour-

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS

*served with jasmine rice; price not included

A spin on the
mochi pancake
turned mini
pumpkin bites
filled with red
bean paste. Scan
for the recipe.
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Cuisines from each of these countries
are represented in just about every
segment, from fast casual to fine dining,
sometimes fused but always connected
by common ingredients. Certain dishes
have evolved into concepts of their own
and have found their way onto non-Asian
menus. Within the last 10 years:
JAPANESE
Ramen shops
Izakayas
Sushi burritos
Sushi
Bento boxes
Omakase
THAI
Curries
Pad Thai
Satay
Street food
VIETNAMESE
Bahn mi
Next level herbs
Summer rolls
Pho

FILIPINO
Adobo
Ube
Calamansi
Pancit
KOREAN
Banchan
Barbecue
Fried chicken
Gochujang
Steakhouse
CHINESE
Dim sum
Dumplings
Stir-fry bowls
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now
▷ One could argue that Chinese cuisine launched fusion, paving the

way for Japanese, Korean and other Asian concepts while American chefs wove
their common ingredients into their menus.
Chinese, however, hasn't evolved like its Asian neighbors. While it was this
country’s first taste of Asian food, the immigrants from southern China had
altered its Cantonese food so greatly to suit American palates that it became
recognizable only to non-Asians. Inexpensive takeout along with mom and pop
hole-in-the-walls lacking service and decor had become so entrenched that
attempts to elevate and modernize have largely failed, minus the success of
Mister Jiu’s, Brandon Jew’s San Francisco restaurant that opened in 2016.
But now a new generation of chefs are embracing the food of their Chinese
upbringing and creating restaurants that are garnering headlines and becoming
world-class dining destinations, such as Kato in Los Angeles and Eight Tables in
San Francisco.
“The West seldom understands refined Chinese cuisine and it’s long and
cultured history dating back more than a thousand years,” says George Chen,

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSEPH WEAVER
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For Khong River
House’s Chinese
broccoli recipe and
food costs, go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

PUMPKIN BITES PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT ARMENDARIZ. FOOD STYLING BY ADAM PEARSON. PROP STYLING BY JENNIFER BARGUIARENA. HEADSHOT COURTESY OF EIGHT TABLES

“I

Longevity Noodle,
Shiitake Mushroom
Sea Cucumber and Fat
Choy from Eight Tables

“CHINESE FOOD
IS GENERALLY
RELEGATED TO THE
IDEA THAT IT’S
FAMILY STYLE AND
SIMPLE, CHEAP
AND NOT VERY
HEALTHY FOOD. MY
MISSION IN LIFE
IS TO DEMYSTIFY,
EDUCATE AND
CHANGE THESE
AWFUL GENERAL
PERCEPTIONS.”

George Chen, owner of Eight Tables and
China Live
owner of Eight Tables and China Live in
San Francisco. “Chinese food is generally
relegated to the idea that it’s family style
and simple, cheap and not very healthy
food. My mission in life is to demystify,
educate and change these awful general
perceptions."
Chef de cuisine Floyd Nunn is leading the
kitchen with Chen’s supervision and his
own creative fusion, like adding ground foie
gras with shrimp and pork for xiao long bao
soup dumplings. Porcini mushroom dun
dan is another favorite, enriching delicate
egg custard with local porcini mushrooms
and slices of abalone and chicken, then
finishing the dish tableside with a clear
chicken broth poured over the top.

In New York, Blue Willow, which opened
last year, is modernizing the regional
cuisine of Hunan. The restaurant merges
European and Chinese styles with interiors
of antique wood carvings, hanging lamps
and artworks of serene lake landscapes.
“It’s important to keep the flavors very
traditional and authentic, but we are
modernizing the approach to traditional
Chinese food in New York City with
regards to interior design, menu design,
branding, customer service, food plating
and marketing strategies,” says owner
Vincent Lin.
Chefs like Ryan Wong, who opened
Needle in 2019 in the Los Angeles area,
and Calvin Eng, a 2022 James Beard

109%

Projected growth of furikake on non-Asian
menus over the next four years
—Datassential

USFoods.com/foodfanatics | FOOD FANATICS
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Porcini Dun Dan
Chef de cuisine Floyd Nunn
Eight Tables, San Francisco
700 grams porcini stock, recipe follows
300 grams Jidori egg
37 grams salt, divided use
2 grams xanthan gum
2 liters water
20 grams ginseng
1 scallion, chopped
10 grams ginger
1 boneless skinless, chicken breast
1 abalone, poached, recipe follows
1 porcini mushroom, thinly sliced
Medjool dates, as needed
Chicken soup, recipe follows
Blend porcini stock, eggs, 7 grams salt and
xanthan gum in a blender on low speed
for 2 minutes to make custard base; strain.
Bring water, remaining salt and aromatics
for 10 minutes. Do not simmer, remove from
poaching liquid.
At service, cook 40 grams of custard base
in a small bowl for 9 minutes on full steam.
Layer garnishes—chicken, abalone, porcini
and dates—onto the custard. Pour hot soup
tableside over the custard to finish. Makes 4
servings with leftover custard and soup.
To make porcini stock: Combine 1,000 grams

emerging chef nominee who opened
Bonnie’s last year in Brooklyn, New York,
are cooking food of their Cantonese
upbringing influenced by their classical
training. At Bonnie’s, whole deboned
rainbow trout is flavored with his
housemade fish sauce and shrimp paste
and basted in hot oil. Wong offers a
rendition of spicy salt chicken wings with
onion, peppers and pork collar steak with
black pepper sauce, zucchini and eggplant.
“The menu doesn’t necessarily have
to change to something that targets
specifically Asian or non-Asian, but the
options must be there to fit the palates of
both Westerners and Chinese customers,”
Lin says. n
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water, 300 grams porcini trim and 50 grams
dried porcini in a saucepan. Bring to a simmer
and steep 20 minutes. Strain and cool stock.
To make abalone: Shuck 1 abalone and remove

IT’S A FACT
Sophisticated imperial dining
in China existed during the

liver and foot. Place into a sealable bag with 1
scallion, 10 grams sliced ginger and 10 grams
salt and cook at 140 F for 30 minutes. Shock in
water bath; slice.

Song Dynasty—800 years before

To make chicken soup: Place 1 whole chicken

Escoffier. This inspired George

into a pot with enough water to just cover and

Chen to create Eight Tables,

add 400 grams Jinhua ham or domestic cured

based on the sequential coursing,
techniques and ingredients
popular during that time.

unsmoked ham, 50 grams ginger, 40 grams
scallion, 20 grams ginseng and 4 jujube dates.
Simmer for 90 minutes. Do not boil; skim fat
and discard solids.

TOP: PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADAM FRIEDLANDER. BOTTOM: PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSEPH WEAVER

A whole fish, top, deboned, stuffed with sticky rice, seasoned with housemade fish sauce and
shrimp paste and basted with hot oil is served at Bonnie's. Small bites representing "Nine
Essential Flavors," are served at Eight Tables.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT ARMENDARIZ. FOOD STYLING BY ADAM PEARSON. PROP STYLING BY JENNIFER BARGUIARENA

to a simmer. Add chicken and poach at 158 F

A sublime and elegant
Porcini Dun Dan; more
soup can be served on
the side.
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YOUR
CUSTOMERS
EXPECT

HEINZ
IS THE

#1

BRAND IN
FOODSERVICE1

GTIN

APN

PRODUCT

PACK SIZE

CASE SIZE

10013000984802

6002398

HEINZ Ketchup

9g

1000

10013000535504

2008860

HEINZ Yellow Mustard

.2 oz

500

10013000531402

1052380

HEINZ Mayonnaise

12 g

500

10013000533604

4063616

HEINZ Malt Vinegar

9g

200

10013000531808

9009218

HEINZ SWEET Relish

9g

200

10013000533109

2267458

HEINZ Ranch Dressing

12 g

200

10013000531600

1009224

HEINZ Tartar Sauce

12 g

200

89%

of consumers agree that
the condiment brand an
operator offers indicates their
commitment to quality.2
Datassential Inc. Kraft Heinz
Independent Study - Consumer
Condiment Claims, April 2020

NPD, Rolling 52 weeks
ending January 2021

TM & © 2022 Heinz Brands

For more information, contact your Kraft Heinz Representative

www.KraftHeinzAwayFromHome.com
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FOOD

Brunch Time

It’s worth the effort,
page 7

FOOD PEOPLE

Penny-Pinchers

Frugal can be fruitful,
page 48

MONEY & SENSE

Cross-Training
Cut labor costs,
page 60

PLUS

I’ll Drink to That!

Suds up with craft brews,
page 70

THE DRY AGE
FALL 2014

SMALL
is now
big enough

Sharing the Love of Food—Inspiring Business Success

THE
DRY
AGE
BEEF IS HOT
AND HAUTE
PAGE 12

A STEAK TO CLAIM

Red meat is still a driver
America’s relationship with beef seems
complicated, given the yearly ebb and
flow of consumption over the last decade
along with the growth of vegetablecentered options and plant-based
proteins. Don’t forget the fact that beef
isn’t the healthiest option and cattle is
killing the environment.
But the reality is diners still want beef,
and restaurants are where they’ll go to
satisfy that craving, especially if they
trade down to chicken at the grocery
store because it’s cheaper than steak as
the USDA predicts.
Over the last decade, steak has
evolved and so have diners. A la carte
steakhouses of the early 2000s thrived
but then gave way to the popularity of
aging meat, the debate between wet and
dry to maximize tenderness and flavor,
and then the transition to prime and
wood-fired steaks.
28 FOOD FANATICS / FALL 2022
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Various cuts
of wagyu beef,
brushed with
wagyu fat,
(above), and
rosemary, offers
different textural
experiences at
Holu in Chicago.

Bites of luxe
steak give
beef-loving
carnivores
just the right
amount of
indulgence
By Amber Gibson

2014
COVER STORY

Stock
Value

Rising beef
prices can ’ t
stop the dryaged revolution

FOR YEARS, DRY-AGED BEEF
HAD AN IMAGE PROBLEM.
IT WAS EXPENSIVE. TIMECONSUMING. INEFFICIENT.
UNATTRACTIVE. For the
uninitiated, who bristled when the
words “dry” and “beef” appeared in
the same sentence, even the name was
problematic.
“When we opened, we had people
say, ‘You’ll never make it by dry-aging,’”
recalls Michael Buhagiar, chef-partner
of San Francisco steak house Harris’
Restaurant. “That was 30 years ago and
we’re still dry-aging.”

BY JEFF RUBY

The salt wall at David
Burke’s Primehouse aids
in the aging of beef.

Beef Love

FOOD FANATIC S | FALL 2014
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David Burke’s Primehouse, Chicago

13

50 pounds beef fat*
5 tablespoons Coleman’s dry mustard
5 tablespoons black pepper
1½ tablespoons cayenne
2 3
⁄ cup roasted garlic cloves
2 tablespoons kosher salt
6 tablespoons paprika
1 tablespoon dried thyme
6 bay leaves
1½ gallons soybean oil, canola oil or
blended olive oil (80/20)
Place all ingredients in a pan and render
fat on medium to medium-low until it is
lightly browned and all of the fat has been
released. Strain.
Strain again through double or triple
layer cheesecloth. Beef Love should be
clear. Brush on steak seasoned generously
with salt and pepper. Makes enough for
1,000 steaks.

Jeff Ruby is the dining critic for Chicago magazine, a freelance writer and author.
16

Meaty Issues
Dry-aged beef, which has a food cost up to around 50 percent
and typically loses 15 to 30 percent of its original volume, may
sound like a dicey proposition. But it can live on the menu without you losing money—or gouging customers.
❱ Pick the right cuts. Focus on New York strip, rib-eye, top
sirloin and tenderloin. Each has a substantial fat cap that keeps
it from drying out during the aging process.

High-end meat isn’t the only
ingredient that can create cachet
on menus.

GET MORE MEAT
AT
FOODFANATICS.COM

❱ Offer wet-aged beef too. A menu with only dry-aged beef
would be cost prohibitive to some diners. At Barclay Prime
in Philadelphia, known for its dry-aged steaks, six of its nine
options are wet-aged.
❱ Mix it up. Forty percent of the guests at Kevin Rathbun Steak
opt for side items, and more than 50 percent select a dessert,
which helps keep overall food costs to a consistent percentage.
❱ Pay attention to butcher yields. If you settle for cheaper
beef, you could end up paying more in the end because it
produces less usable meat. Buy the right size and quality meat
for your price point. Do side-by-side butcher tests to ensure
you’re getting the best yield.
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Celebrity chef chophouses, which made
Las Vegas its epicenter, continue to grow
and expand with José Andrés opening
a Bazaar Meat in Chicago and Tyler
Florence launching Miller & Lux in San
Francisco, both last year.
Themed chophouses have also made their
mark, specifically Italian, and in the
last few years, Korean and Asian-themed.
All the while, many low- to midrange steakhouses have shuttered as
beef prices have steadily increased.
Restaurants countered with lower-cost
underutilized cuts but prime cuts still
come at a cost.
The current trend of high-end meat
tasting portions couldn’t be better
timed, considering what’s top of mind
in 2022 and the year to come: health
consciousness, recession worries, $50plus for a steak entree and overall higher
prices for consumer goods. A small taste
of luxury can be large and incredibly
satisfying.
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LAST SEEN
Chef Joe Mosconi mixes Yakami
Orchard yuzu juice—known as the king
of citrus—for a tart and fragrant accent
in truffle vinaigrette that accompanies
scallops at Chicago’s Venteux.
Chef Jeremy Fox calls his Ocean
Mist Farms artichokes the wagyu of
artichokes, grilling and serving them
with a side of whipped feta at Birdie G’s
in Santa Monica, California.

now
» After a decade of decadent steaks where the focus has

been go big or go home, today's diners still want the flavor but a different kind of
indulgence. Carnivores can now command size and variety.
"Instead of committing to a 16-ounce porterhouse, you’re getting seven
different cuts from multiple animals, says Simon Kim, executive chef of Cote,
New York City's first Korean steakhouse that opened in 2017. "It gives you so
much more content and stimulation, and it’s more of a journey. Whether you
love it or don’t like a bite as much, it’s time to move on."
Cote’s 10-course, $185 steak omakase totals about 8 ounces of meat, including
both wet- and dry-aged beef, American and Japanese wagyu and grand cru galbi.
It also includes banchan—vegetable side dishes—so that diners get a sense
of value but also don’t feel like they’ve overindulged from the richness of the
intensely marbled meat.
By the time Kim brought Michelin-starred Cote to Miami last year, the trend
had spread across the country. His omakase-style steak option coincides with
another trend in steak. Similar high-end beef offered by the bite (or two), is a
hallmark of Bazaar Meat by José Andrés (in Chicago and Las Vegas) and RPM
Steak in Chicago. The luxe meat is a draw but not the focus, which positions

Jordan Anderson, executive chef and
co-owner of Sami & Susu in New York,
says that especially exquisite squash
blossoms from Norwich Farms are the
highlight of his lamb-stuffed dish—not
the meat.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALLIE TONG

THE ULTIMATE IN
EVERYTHING

*Smaller chunks or ground fat give the
best results.

noting that dry-aged beef typically performs
about 8 percent less in terms of profit margin
compared to the restaurant’s other beef programs. So if dry-aged beef is still expensive,
why does it stay on menus?
Cliff Bramble, co-owner of Kevin Rathbun
Steak, says the recognition among guests with
roomier wallets plays a big role. “You have to
take into account that many guests in steak
houses are on business accounts and are entertaining clients,” he says. “So they have a larger
discretionary budget.”
Operators agree that diners increasingly
know that dry-aged steak doesn’t come cheap.
They may balk but still buy.
“Oh, dry-aging is definitely gaining in
strength,” Buhagiar says. “It just sounds better
as a selling point.”
Oh, how things have changed. n

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALLIE TONG
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At Niku, diners can choose luxurious bites of meat, opposite page, or steak for the table
that's shared and augmented with ample side dishes.

them as an add-on or a way to build side dishes around. It satisfies the carnivore
in meat-indulging diners while not adding guilt for those trying to eat healthier
or committed to reducing their carbon footprint.
Stake Chophouse & Bar in Coronado, California, offers a trio of tastings in
3-ounce portions of picanha, New York strip and Japanese A5 wagyu. Bazaar
Meat offers a “Tasting through Japan” experience with five different breeds and
cuts of wagyu meat from five different Japanese prefectures. Diners can choose
from olive wagyu sirloin from Kagawa or sendai chuck roll from Miyagi, all
available in 1-ounce portions prepared tableside on an ishiyaki stone.
“We wanted to respect this culinary treasure by keeping it as pure and
traditional as we can,” says Alex Pitts, executive chef at Bazaar Meat. “We use a
really fantastic Shiro Yuasa soy sauce and brush it on with a Japanese horsehair
brush. We recommend just 1 ounce per person—wagyu is, and should be,
regarded as a very special treat.” Pitts admits that their wagyu service is a loss
leader, but they’re committed to preserving this section of their menu to elevate
the guest experience.
At Michelin-starred Niku in San Francisco, guests are presented with a
board of raw A5 wagyu steaks before ordering, to illustrate the differences
in marbling and flavor. Diners choose their steak knife from a box presented
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THERE’S MORE TO EATING
BEEF THAN THE NUMBERS

Projected decline in beef
consumption in pounds per capita
in 2022 (a similar modest decline
is forecasted for 2023) because of
lower livestock inventory. However,
the decline shakes out to 10.3 pounds
higher in consumption per capita than
the 2012 to 2021 average, indicating
that the growth in vegetable dishes,
plant-based foods and climate change
may have limited impact on consumer
behavior toward beef.

Crispy Potatoes with Wagyu
Fat and Chickpea Miso
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cream, miso, lemon juice, onion powder, 1

Chef Dustin Falcon
Niku, San Francisco

teaspoon salt, tamari and sugar until thick

1 cup creme fraiche

Thinly slice potatoes using a mandolin and

1 cup sour cream

layer potatoes in a 9x9 baking pan lightly,

1 tablespoon chickpea miso

brushing with the beef fat, heavy cream,

1 teaspoon lemon juice

and a sprinkling of salt. Repeat to fill the

1 pinch granulated onion powder

pan. Wrap in foil and bake at 350 F for 90

1 teaspoon kosher salt, plus more to taste

minutes or until tender. Place a weighted

1 teaspoon tamari

pan on top and refrigerate overnight.

and fluffy. Adjust dip seasoning if needed.

½ teaspoon sugar
3 large Yukon gold potatoes, peeled

At service, cut the potatoes into desired

Rendered wagyu or beef fat, as needed

size and fry in canola oil until golden

Heavy cream, as needed

brown. Garnish with chives and chive oil.

Canola oil, as needed

Serve with soy dip. Makes 3 to 4 servings.

Chives, chopped as needed
Source: United States Department of Agriculture

Whisk together creme fraiche, sour

Chive oil, as needed

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF COTE

0.34%

The Butcher's Board at Cote offers a more varied and robust meat experience.

Changing out the
dipping sauce
allows this side
dish to fit into
any concept.
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$2.4 billion
Growth of wagyu beef market,
progressing at a CAGR of 6.15%
through 2025
—Technavio Research

Chef Dustin Falcon
Niku, San Francisco
Side dishes,
such as rice with
grilled shiitake
mushrooms,
round out bites of
premium meat.

1 cup soy sauce
½ cup light brown sugar
¼ cup mirin
¼ cup water
½ pound shiitake mushrooms, grilled
2 cups Koshihikari sushi rice, slightly rinsed
2 cups water

tableside, and tasting portions of steak
are accompanied by freshly ground local
wasabi from Half Moon Bay to cleanse the
palate between bites.
To pair with these higher-priced small,
rich bites, side dishes at Niku also reflect
a bit of luxury, like buckwheat parker
house rolls with wagyu butter but with a
more affordable price of $10. Chef Dustin
Falcon, executive chef at Niku, also uses
fat trimmed from steaks in dishes ranging
from potato stacks to a wagyu fat brownie.
Chef Marc Zimmerman shies away from
“steakhouse” when describing Gozu, his
wagyu-centric restaurant that utilizes
the whole animal with Japanese and
Californian influences.
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“Beef is incorporated through the menu
in many ways,” he says. “We do whole
muscle curing to make bacon, lardo
and other charcuterie.” Tallow is used
in pastries and confits while lean cuts
are fermented with koji, water and salt,
resulting in a beef shoyu.
Zimmerman also serves wagyu simply
grilled and glazed with tare and uses
wagyu dashi to fortify his chawanmushi
egg custard, a staple on the menu since
opening in 2019.
“Our dashi is made from a combination
of both wet- and dry-aged beef which
contains high levels of glutamate resulting
in additional umami,” he explains. “Trim
comes from any number of cuts as we work
our way through an animal.” n

1 teaspoon extra-virgin olive oil
4 tablespoons black vinegar
3 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon salt
1x1-inch square kombu, chopped
Combine soy, light brown sugar, mirin and
water in a small pot and bring to a simmer for
2 minutes; cool. Chop mushrooms and add
soy mixture to marinate 1 hour.
Process rice in a rice cooker with water and
olive oil. Combine black vinegar, sugar, salt
and kombu and add to rice for desired taste;
set aside.
Top rice with mushrooms and serve. Make
4 to 6 servings.
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Koshihikari Rice with Grilled
Shiitake Mushrooms

FRIES THAT ARE
SOCIAL MEDIA-WORTHY
All the briny goodness of pickles with all the snackaliciousness
of French fries. Our crispy battered Monarch® Pickle Fry is ready to serve in
less than three minutes. The real test is seeing if they last that
long once served.
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.
© 2022 US Foods, Inc. 08-2022 FOF-FOF-20220708-1868342
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FOOD PEOPLE

Braise

Slow food, fast profits,
page 20

Women

Away with ladies night,
page 40

MONEY & SENSE

Family Dining

Rock the kid segment,
page 46

PLUS

Inspectors
Ace the test,
page 52

now

FANNING OUT

Sharing the Love of Food—Inspiring Business Success

WINTER 2015

FANNING
OUT

FRESH PASTA EXPANDS
ITS REACH PAGE 8

EXPANDING PASTABILITIES
It’s no secret that pasta has been
shunned over the past decade as the
gluten free craze and a consumer push
for healthier choices have affected all
menus. But during the pandemic, sales
soared at grocery stores and carryout
orders. It’s the ultimate comfort food.
Data from IRI, a Chicago-based
marketing firm, shows pasta sales have
slowed but are still notable, showing
11.3% higher than in 2019 before the
pandemic.
Pasta isn’t inherently unhealthy in
moderation, and it’s good for the
bottom line. But whether diners will
order it depends on the same criteria
for any comfort food. It needs the
feel-good factor, quality ingredients,
sound prep and value.
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Noodling
around

Pasta's appeal is tied to comfort
and making the carbs count
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→ Outside of Italian

concepts
where it will always have a home, pasta
has formidable competition given the
growth and proliferation of global
cuisine over the past decade. Consumer
preferences for diets that eschew gluten
also turned pasta into a pariah.
But somewhere mid-decade, pasta came
back. Inspired by Thomas McNaughton’s
San Francisco Flour+Water, where nine
dishes from a 10-course tasting menu are
devoted entirely to housemade pasta, chefs
across the country started or deepened
their pasta programs, giving extruded
shapes and billowy packages new cache.
Diners see them as special, and not
the boxed dried variety they can make at
home, which drives them to restaurants
like Fox & the Knife in Boston, Mother
Wolf in Los Angeles and Misi in Brooklyn,
New York. The carb-wary see it as comfort
and worth the indulgence.
Chefs at these restaurants say their
pasta sets itself apart by technique and
simplicity. A few years ago, cacio e pepe
became the “it” pasta but Mother Wolf

chef/owner Evan Funke has been serving
his rendition since 2007, when he landed
at Canyon Ranch in nearby Santa Monica.
The difference, he says, lies in toasting the
peppercorns to release flavor into fat, using
super starchy water from cooking pasta
and swirling it into noodles off the heat.
Menus from the country’s most highly
regarded pasta emporiums share common
characteristics. They pay homage to
traditions of regional Italy, they’re
seasonal and they’re not gut grenades.
Instead, they’re lighter and lean equally
or more toward the flavor of the pasta
rather than relying solely on the sauce.
Portion size, typically smaller, not larger,
is commensurate with the food and labor
costs of making pasta.
Vegetables are playing a larger role
as pasta partners, and various grains
are supplementing the flour for a more
nutritious take. Some chefs make
gluten-free pasta, like Flour+Water, but
remember that ultimately diners are
seeking out incredible pasta that tastes
indulgent enough to satisfy their craving. n

LOVED THE MOST

LOVED THE LEAST

(Highest growth or decline over the last decade)

BUCATINI
+219.6%

FARFALLE
-52.6%

LET’S NOT MEAT
Only three of the 10 housemade
pastas at Missy Robbins’ Misi in New
York are accompanied by meat but all
of the housemade dishes are simple
and balanced. Some examples:
● Corzetti (stamped pasta), garlic
scapes, pine nuts and basil
● Spinach and mascarpone filled
tortelli, brown butter and ricotta
salata
● Sheep’s milk ricotta-filled occhi
(similar to round ravioli), bottarga
and lemon
● Mezze rigatoni, 30 clove pomodoro
and basil

34%
Consumers who
strongly agree that
they sometimes
visit a restaurant
specifically
because they’re
craving a pasta or
noodle dish.
—Technomic

CAVATAPPI
+160%

ANGEL HAIR
-48.3%
Source: Datassential
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SPEED-SCRATCH
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Cross Valley Farms® Homestyle Boil-in-Bag Potatoes deliver the flavor
and texture of a comfort-food favorite without the labor, waste and
inconsistency. Starting with only the highest-quality potatoes, we do all the
work for this classic holiday side that’s great to take out too. And because
it’s never frozen, your diners won’t know how easy it was to make.
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.
© 2022 US Foods, Inc. 08-2022 FOF-FOF-20220708-1868342
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THE SECRET BEHIND CLASSICS
Be the same but different

Chef Michael Kornick once said that
restaurants just need to include menu
classics roast chicken and Caesar salad
to be successful.
That was 23 years ago when Kornick
ran several of Chicago’s buzziest
restaurants, from his namesake mk
to Marche and Red Light. Forwardthinking chefs generally want to be more
adventuresome. But classics exist for
a reason. They’re familiar and safe but
they also elicit other emotions such as
comfort and nostalgia.
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now

ClassicS
in the
making
Creamy comfort endures
By Jacqueline Raposo

Get the recipe for
Pistachio ParisBrest on page 43.
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2016
Pistachio Paris-Brest

now
NEED IMAGE W/O TEXT FROM USF

YES, despite the restaurant boom of

the last decade that has dramatically
changed the dining landscape since
Kornick’s heyday. And double yes
considering how the world has been
upended by the pandemic along with the
threat of a recession.
They just can’t be snoozers. Because
tapping into what’s familiar yet exciting
transcends time and will always be the
cornerstone of a successful menu.
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▷ Each decade has brought a new European dessert

to Americans’ attention. French chef Michel Bras gets credit for the molten
chocolate cake that defined dessert menus through the 1980s. Creamy creme
brulee surged through the 1990s. Crispy macarons spread all over in the
aughts; caneles, too.
“Dominique Ansel Bakery is responsible for popularizing the canele,” says
Niko Triantafillou, a food writer who recorded much of chef Dominique
Ansel’s early work. Ansel debuted his cronut in 2013. But by then, his tender
and custardy caneles were already opening minds. The cronut furthered
interest in such offerings.
Today, creamy European pastries continue to make deep cuts in American
dessert menus. And no more show-stopper of a plate has recently spread as
much as the Paris-Brest.
An almond-studded ring of pate a choux sandwiching creme mousseline, the
Paris-Brest is a visual stunner. Its workable components mean a lean kitchen
staff can impress with minimal fuss. “Not all restaurants these days pay for a
full-time, top-tier pastry chef,” says Gabriel Rucker, chef/owner of Canard and
Le Pigeon in Portland, Oregon. “A savory cook can grasp the choux dough that
makes the Paris-Brest. It’s very utilitarian.”
Rucker changes up his Paris-Brest seasonally: In late winter, it may present
with cremeux, kumquat honey, chamomile anglaise and candied poppyseed.
In the summer, with coconut cream and strawberries. Flavor familiarity helps

360 grams butter, softened
118 grams white sugar, divided use
260 grams brown sugar
360 grams flour
Pistachio croquant, recipe follows
Choux dough, your recipe
Pistachio praline, recipe follows
Pistachio cream, recipe follows
Powdered sugar, as needed
Chopped pistachios, as needed
Beat together butter and sugars. Add flour and 60
grams pistachio croquant. Place dough for craquelin
crust between 2 sheets of wax paper and roll out to
1-millimeter thickness; set aside.
Place choux dough in a pastry bag fitted with an 807
tip and pipe out medium-sized rings of choux. Top
each choux ring with a craquelin crust ring cut to the
same size, lightly pushing the crusts down to secure
them. Place in a 400 F oven, reduce heat to 350 F and
bake 30 minutes or until browned; cool and set aside.
Halve pastry lengthwise. On the bottom half, pipe
pistachio praline. Layer with pistachio croquant
followed by a ring of pistachio cream. Add top half and
more pistachio praline, powdered sugar and chopped
pistachios.
To make pistachio praline: Create caramel with 150
grams sugar and 85 grams water. Pour over 252 grams
pistachios; cool. Grind until it forms a paste consistency.

Diners who
said they had
dessert in the
last week

Add enough pistachio paste until a nutty green color is
reached. Season with salt to taste.
To make pistachio croquant: Cook 375 grams sugar and
150 grams water over high heat for 10 to 15 minutes.
Remove from heat and stir in 195 grams chopped
toasted pistachios. Pour over sheet tray lined with
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CANARD

Pasteis de nata
can change with
the seasons. Scan
for the recipe.

ROASTED CHICKEN PHOTOGRAPHY BY TYLLIE BARBOSA. PASTEIS DE NATA PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT ARMENDARIZ. FOOD STYLING BY ADAM PEARSON. PROP STYLING BY JENNIFER BARGUIARENA

Do you still need roast chicken and Caesar
salad or other classics such as creme
brulee and chocolate molten lava cake on
the menu?

Paris-Brest
from Canard
goes seasonal
with apples,
left, and
strawberries,
below.

Chef Michelle Palazzo
Frenchette, New York City

60%

parchment. Cool and process until crumbled.
To make pistachio cream: Heat ½ kilogram sugar with
333 grams water in a saucepan. Whisk in 16 egg yolks
in a stream. Beat in 1.05 kilograms softened butter,
pistachio paste as desired and 10 grams salt.

Operators who
say dessert
drives sales
Source: Datassential

diners order the dessert with little coaching from
servers. “People will see a word they might not
understand and a bunch of flavors that they really
like,” Rucker says. “They’ll say, ‘Well, I might not
know what a Paris-Brest is but I like things that
have coconut and strawberry.’”
Also quickly rising the ranks are the Portuguese
pasteis de nata, buttery puff pastry cups filled
with custard and baked until caramelized. Until
recently, they were only sold amongst Portuguese
communities peppering the Northeast. American
diners might recognize them as the daan tat (egg
tarts) sold in Chinese bakeries, which hail from
Macau. But a huge rise in tourism to Portugal has
Americans now seeking them out locally. Social
media posts featuring them often go viral. “If you
are a fan of warm, fresh, flaky croissants and creme
brulee, then pasteis de nata are a must try,” says
Mauro Magalhães, owner of Natas and Bowls in
Kearny, New Jersey.
“It is only a matter of time before they are rightly
recognized as one of the top European pastries,”
Magalhães believes.
Which creamy, custardy, crackly pastry will win
in the decade to come? Only time will tell. But for
now, the present looks sweet. ■
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HOW FAR CAN YOU
TAKE A CLASSIC?
If it looks like a duck, swims like
a duck and quacks like a duck,
it’s probably a duck. In this case,
a salad of little gem lettuce,
feta, za’atar, shallots, anchovybuttermilk dressing and olive oil
isn’t called a Caesar salad but it
sure looks like one turned upside
down—in a good way. It’s from
Saffy’s, a Middle-Eastern all-day
casual concept in Los Angeles
that chef/owners Ori Menashe and
Genevieve Gergis recently opened.

Classics Updated
Young chefs may sneer at putting
chicken or Caesar salad on a menu, but
the experienced ones with the burn
marks up and down their arms prove
they know better. Some examples:
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❱ ROASTED CHICKEN with haydari yogurt,
za’atar, Aleppo pepper and pea vines
Chef/owner Renee Erickson, The Whale
Wins, Seattle

by the numbers chicken

❱ ROAST HALF CHICKEN from Joyce
Farms, mulberry, braised carrots, carrot top
gremolata and sochan (greens)
Chef/co-owner Eric Burleson, Eldr, Asheville,
North Carolina

Antibiotic free
Leg quarter
Thigh
Natural
Free-range

❱ CAESAR SALAD with napa cabbage,
vegan tahini Caesar dressing, chickpeahazelnut dukkah and shaved halloumi
Butcher & Bee, chef/owner Michael
Shemtov, Nashville
❱ CAESAR SALAD of gem lettuce, baby
arugula, capers, migas, Grana Padano and
Greek yogurt dressing
Beatrix, Chicago

CHARACTERISTICS
257%
71%
42%
13%
7%

FLAVORS
Turmeric
Chimichurri
Tahini
Garlic Parmesan
Sriracha
Maple
Source: Datassential

118%
75%
72%
69%
67%
64%

BEATRIX PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAMANTHA BRAUER. SAFFY’S PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIGITTE NEMAN

❱ ROAST CHICKEN Umeboshi with baby bok
choy and plum wine and white sesame and
Caesar salad of little gem lettuce, anchovy,
sourdough croutons and Parmesan
Ray Hayashi and Cynthia Hetliner, Ryla,
Hermosa Beach, California

villadolcegelato.com

SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION

UP
YOUR
CATERING
GAME

With workers back
in the office and gatherings resumed,
catering has returned in a big way.
But before jumping in for the first time
or the umpteenth, it’s an opportunity to
hit reset and make catering better than it’s
ever been. Start with this seasoned chef
checklist.

WAYS
TO
CASH
IN

❶ FIND AND KNOW YOUR CLIENT
Chances are you have regular customers
who work in the neighborhood. Start with
those guests who know and love your
cooking. Then identify others in your area.
Make sure you understand the operations
of each company. A manufacturing outfit
will have different menu needs from a social
media marketing company.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL STRABBING

❷ BUILD SMART MENUS
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Use current menu items from your
production line along with items that travel
well. Keep the menus smaller, allowing for
ease of execution. Highlight gluten-free,
paleo, vegetarian and vegan offerings. Keep
them fresh and up to date, not just among
the staff who communicate with clients but
also online. New dishes are exciting but
remember to focus on customer favorites.
A foundation of menu items that you are
known for keeps people ordering.

SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION

Deliver with
Confidence

❺ OFFER REWARDS
The best catering and carryout programs have
rewards built in. Programs can be designed
around frequency and abundance of ingredients
in the walk-in that need to sell right away. BOGO,
one free on 10, complimentary desserts or
percentages off on orders over a set amount keep
customers loyal. If you have customers ordering
for their office or home and frequent your
restaurant, send a round of drinks or desserts on
a regular basis. Take care of those who take care
of you.

Convenient
Catering Solutions
Save time and money
growing your catering
business with Sabert!

❻ HONE DELIVERY/CUSTOMER
SERVICE

❸ USE THE RIGHT PACKAGING
While you won’t plate the food, the
containers that carry it reflect your
business. Quality food deserves quality
packaging. Consider sturdiness and utility,
such as whether the client will need to
reheat dishes. Remember to include serving
utensils and give clients the choice to
opt-in on plates and napkins. Because a
growing number of consumers care about
sustainability and climate change, it’s worth
using earth-friendly packaging, including
trays and bowls. If it’s costlier, pass it on to
the customer.

❹ SCHEDULE SERVICE WISELY
With labor still an issue, be wary of stressing
staff. Start by offering service that works best
with your current production and cooking
schedule. Consider two- or three-day services
to start, then add additional days and service
times as you find your footing. If you serve lunch
and dinner, don’t try to open with a breakfast
service out of the gate. Get it right, then add to it.
Removing a service time will be detrimental to the
growth of your program.

Whether using a third-party service or your
own, make sure that the orders are bagged and
tagged properly, and every order is checked into
the delivery vehicle. Missing items or inaccurate
orders are costly and will put your hard work in
jeopardy. To stay prompt and timely, offer a time
range for delivery that allows for a cushion. Office
catering is based on workers’ valuable time. Use
your branded stickers to seal bags along with
stapling. Same day or next day follow-up quality
calls are a must. Maintaining an open and timely
communication with your customers shows them
you care about their experience.

❼ REMEMBER ADD-ONS
Be creative with offering add-ons to your
menu ordering platform. Be mindful of
choosing items that add value to your
concept and make sense across your
program. Impulse items like specialty
packaged beverages, healthy snacks like
nuts, dried fruits and baked chips can build
the check. Individually packed personal
size desserts are always an easy sale.
Cookies and brownies have low costs and
high profit. But again, be mindful of your
client. If gluten-free and vegan options are
necessary, be sure to include them, too.
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For more packaging solutions or for more information, visit www.sabert.com or call 1(800)722-3781

THEN

2017
PROOF OF BREAD

A love-hate relationship with
carbs shows there’s no letting go
Of all the foods consumers swear off,
bread is their kryptonite. Regardless
of the latest fads or medical research,
consumers keep coming back to gluten.
But just as trends change so has bread
and attitudes about whether carbs are a
bad thing. Over the last decade, smarter
carbs justify baked goods.
Mid-decade, restaurants with in-house
bread programs began milling their
own flour and setting the stage for
bread made with more nutritious grains,
such as Kamut and einkorn. Improved
versions of gluten-free bread become
commonplace along with an upcharge.
By 2017, charging for housemade or
parbaked bread‚ a practice that began
in earnest in 2012, becomes the norm as
a way to add to the bottom line and cut
waste of a food that was once free.
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Bread is alive
and well
Diners see bread,
such as sourdough
bagels, (clockwise)
poppyseed, heff
beer, olive, date
raisin walnut and
whole wheat, as
carb-worthy.

2017
GOOD TO
BE DENSE

MAKING DOUGH WITH

BISCUITS
❱ The MacGregor biscuit made with
bacon, cheese and caramelized onions
HONEST BISCUITS, SEATTLE

Black Pepper and
Bacon Biscuits
Chef-owner Carrie Morey

❱ Sour cream biscuit with pimento cheese
spread and spiced buckwheat honey
MILKTOOTH, INDIANAPOLIS

2 cups self-rising flour
(White Lily preferred) plus
more for dusting
1½ tablespoons coarsely
ground black pepper plus

❱ Everything bagel drop biscuits with
sawmill gravy and fried eggs
REX 1516, PHILADELPHIA

extra for sprinkling

❱ Maple bacon sweet potato biscuit
SHAKE SUGARY, NEW ORLEANS

¾ cup whole buttermilk

4 tablespoons unsalted
butter, cubed
¼ cup cream cheese
Crumbled bacon
1 tablespoon melted butter
Kosher salt as needed

Flavor Drivers

Combine flour with pepper
and work in butter and

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL STRABBING

What is it: Small, peppery biscuits with bacon
featured at Callie’s Hot Little Biscuits, a fast-casual
concept in Atlanta and Charleston, South Carolina,
owned by Carey Morey. They’re a part of a menu
that includes several other types of biscuits such as
buttermilk; shortcake; and cheese-and-chive, which
sell for $3 or $4 per pair.

12
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cream cheese until mixture
resembles cottage cheese.
Make a well in the center.
Pour in buttermilk and, using
your hands, mix the flour
into the buttermilk.
Sprinkle flour on top of the
dough, which will be wet.

Inspiration: Morey’s mother, Callie, “made the
most wonderful biscuits.” They came together fast
and hot out of the oven at breakfast, lunch or dinner.

Transfer to a surface dusted

Obsession factor: The ingredients all depend
on what you intend to serve the biscuit with. The
peppery one have a bit of zip, but the buttermilk
ones are wonderful with jam, pimento cheese or our
crispy fried chicken. Never over handle the dough or
use too much fat or too little fat. The consistency of
the ingredients ensures the same results every time.

dough into an oval shape

Impact: Morey’s love for biscuits turned one
location into three, led to an online biscuit business
and a cookbook, “Callie’s Biscuits and Southern
Traditions” (Atria Books, 2013). She also mentors
aspiring artisanal producers through her consulting
business and lectures at the College of Charleston
School of Business.

with flour and dust top of
dough with flour. Sprinkle
in bacon and roll out the
with a ½-inch thickness. Cut
into rounds.
Brush with the melted
butter. Combine equal
amounts of salt and pepper
to total 1 tablespoon
and sprinkle on biscuits.
Place biscuits in preheated
500 F oven and immediately
reduce to 450 F. Bake 16
to 18 minutes, until light
brown. Makes about 10
2-inch biscuits.
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Don’t Be A Pleb
Serving housemade corn
tortillas with good butter
is solid. But don’t risk
your cred by offering a
knife.

Carb watchers may
look the other way
when bagels are made
with good-for-the-gut
fermented levain
and flour from higher
nutrient grains. Roll them
in seeds and seasonings
for good measure.

Callie’s Hot Little Biscuits,
Charleston and Atlanta

❱ Housemade corn biscuits with hot
honey and local butter
61 LOCAL, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

13

LAST SEEN: Angry Egret
Dinette in Los Angeles
offers them as a starter
with a side of Beurre de
Baratte.

Get the recipe
for Rise’s roasted
butternut squash,
pepper relish, goat
cheese and
arugula biscuit at
FOODFANATICS.COM.

Inspiration: Recon at Pine State Biscuits, a casual
restaurant, in Portland, Oregon. Ferguson, however,
wanted a fast casual he could stamp out but maintain a
chef-driven approach, so he hired Brian Wiles, whose
credentials include working the line with renowned
Chef Michel Richard at Citronelle in Washington, D.C.
Obsession factor: Biscuit nirvana can be reached
in many ways, but nothing beats mixing ingredients
and rolling out the dough by hand, Wiles says. Cold
ingredients are essential, as well as self-rising locally
milled flour, eggs and buttermilk. A wetter dough,
he says, leads to a biscuit that doesn’t crumble when
paired with sandwich fillings.
Working with cold ingredients
in cool surroundings is
essential for the ideal biscuits
at Rise.

14

Impact: Eleven locations and many more to come. “It
takes a solid recipe, solid training and holding people
accountable,” Wiles says. n

Chef Brian Wiles
Rise Biscuits, Durham, North Carolina,
and 11 other locations

8 ounces cold unsalted butter, diced
24 ounces self-rising flour
2 eggs
1 cup cold buttermilk
Melted butter for brushing
Cut butter into the flour mixture until
pea-sized morsels form. Make a well
and add eggs and lightly beat them.
Add buttermilk and mix ingredients
with a wooden spoon.
Transfer dough to a flour-dusted
surface and gently knead and
flatten dough using your hands,
folding it evenly. Repeat this step
two more times.
Roll dough to ¾-inch-thickness and
cut with biscuit cutter. Bake on a sheet
tray in a preheated 400 F oven for 12
minutes, turning once. Brush biscuits
with melted butter and serve. Makes
about 1 dozen biscuits.
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Biscuits enjoy growth outside of their
Southern roots as ideal carriers for
handheld breakfast items.
By the close of 2019, carbs are front
and center again with more nutritious
renditions, such as naan made with wheat
berries and spelt. Concepts with a woodfire oven churn out fresh-baked pita and
other breads that puff.
With time on their hands and a shortage
of yeast due to demand during the
pandemic, chefs and consumers breathed
new life into sourdough bread. Its gut
benefits from the fermented levain are
keeping growth steady, according to food
research firm Datassential. Yeast-raised
bread, such as brioche, continues to be
a favorite. It’s expected to continue
growing—33% over the next three years.
Milk bread moves beyond its Asian
roots and into casual and fine dining
restaurants with its billowy, soft
texture, making it even harder to shun
carbs.
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CARB LOADING, EXPLAINED
Over the last few years, close to half of all consumers want to eat healthier,
according to various surveys. That in part means limiting simple carbohydrates
such as bread, bagels, pasta and other carb-loaded foods. But restaurant bread
and pasta programs are thriving. What gives?
It’s not a paradox considering the way consumers view health and wellness,
which are different. The former is exemplified through nutrition while the latter is
expressed through indulgences to address stress and self-care, according to Nik
Modi, an analyst for RBC Capital Markets.

CHARGE!
Years ago when restaurants started
charging for bread, you may have thought,
what nerve. Newsflash: They’ve been
cashing in so maybe it’s time to make some
dough. Just ensure it’s charge-worthy; Salt
Traders, with locations in Austin and Round
Rock, Texas, bake their own bread, serving
it with whipped butter for $5. Off Alley in
Seattle does likewise and charges $8.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT ARMENDARIZ. FOOD STYLING BY ADAM PEARSON. PROP STYLING BY JENNIFER BARGUIARENA

What is it? A Southern-style biscuit sturdy enough
to be a sandwich for Rise, a concept Chef-owner
Tom Ferguson launched five years ago in Durham
after a successful run with his Only Burger food
truck. Rise started with complex biscuit flavors and
ingredients, but Ferguson found that the approach
posed consistency issues as he began to open other
locations. The solution: create one badass biscuit for
the sandwiches.

Cloud 9
Why are Parker House
rolls and milk bread a
part of bread service,
either on tasting menus
or as a side? So light and
fluffy, it’s easy to get
carried away.

The Rise Buttermilk Biscuit

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FELICIA TRUJILLO ON BOTH PAGES.

Suited For A Sandwich

LAST SEEN: As part of
an omakase at Mako in
Chicago, they’ve served
it with miso butter.
Do One Better
Moon Rabbit in
Washington, D.C., serves
turmeric mantou buns
with honey butter and
a dab of umami busting
chile paste for that spicysweet dynamic.
Butter Up
Housemade cultured
butter or ordered from
your purveyor gets a
thumbs up but why not
go next level and charge
more for a compound
butter that complements
your concept?
LAST SEEN: Butter in New
York City, offers Parker
House rolls with two
housemade butters, $5
or three, $7.

Angry Egret
Dinette in Los
Angeles gets $5
for housemade
tortillas and butter.
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NO PAPER.
NO PLASTIC.
The Monogram® Evolve™ Straw feels like plastic, but won’t
disintegrate like paper. It’s home and industrial compostable,
so you can feel as good using it as your diners will.
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.
© 2022 US Foods, Inc. 08-2022 FOF-FOF-20220708-1868342
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Takeout had taken
off by 2018 only to
soar even higher
when the pandemic
hit in 2020.
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Pick a Bone

Break Up to Make Up

Duck and Recover

Seltzer Sells

Try these riffs on
ribs, page 5

End relationships amicably,
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How to prepare for a disaster,
page 54

Turn bubbles into coin,
page 70
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takeout Adds Up
The advantages of off-premise dining are backed
by the numbers, but high third-party service
fees are killing the bottom line. Expect change,
however. Keep a lookout as technology and other
developments provide relief.

88%

80%

Sharing the Love of Food—Inspiring Business Success
TAKEOUT
SUMMER 2018

TAKEOUT

Percentage of customers
who want more
off-premise options

Customers who would
be enticed by discounts
on less busy days

EVERYTHING IT’S CRACKED UP TO BE

OFF-PREMISE RULES—THEN,
NOW AND LATER
In an episode of “The Bear,” the much
talked about Hulu series where
dysfunctional relationships play out in
a troubled restaurant, online ordering is
switched on for the first time. Complete
and utter disaster follows.
True-to-life, it’s what happens when
you’re unprepared and a takeout
latecomer despite the National
Restaurant Association reporting for
nearly 10 years that off-premise dining
would make up 70% of an establishment’s
business by the end of the decade.
By 2018, however, the importance of
off-premise dining began to truly sink
in but then the pandemic fueled the NRA
projection, which it estimated at 60%
in 2019. Restaurants without a sound
takeout program suffered the most when
the pandemic cut off business a year
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8 out of 10

6 out of 10

Adults who would
probably join a loyalty
and rewards program

Customers who
prefer to order directly
from a restaurant

Customers who
would order multi-course
meal bundles

Customers willing to
pay a little more for
better packaging

70%

62%

36%

12%

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Takeout customers who would choose a
restaurant offering alcoholic beverages over a
restaurant that does not
Source: National Restaurant Association State of the
Restaurant Industry 2022
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-go!

he touch of a cellphone.
C®*-certified bags, made from
d reduce waste – part of the
s, these bags ensure

now
A separate area
for takeout can
ease stress on
the kitchen.

MONEY
& SENSE

OF ALL THE

BREAK OUT WITH

TAKEOUT

Off-premise
dining packs
it in

COVER
STORY

potential industry-wide disruptors on the
horizon, none seems destined to make a
greater impact on all restaurants than a
sustained surge in off-premise dining.
Major shifts have already begun with the
advent of mobile-friendly online-ordering
platforms, takeout-only concepts and new
restaurant delivery services. Why eat at
a sit-down restaurant, the digital natives
wonder, when you can surf for a meal
online and have it delivered whenever and
wherever your stomach demands.
The question for operators is whether
they want to react to this evolution
in dining preferences or leverage it to
their full advantage. After all, the ease
of ordering food online is making the
act of phoning in an order—even from
your mobile device—feel antiquated and
inefficient, which should further fuel offpremise dining. The National Restaurant
Association predicts that 70 percent of
meals will be takeout by 2020.
In addition, a 2018 study by Morgan
Stanley, found that 43 percent of
consumers who ordered delivery said
takeout replaced a meal at a restaurant. In
fact, takeout and remote dining is leading
to an “incremental cannibalization of dinein meals,” the report said.
Forward-thinking operators are already
meeting the challenge by establishing new
standards for off-premise dining. They’re
tailoring menus to boost off-site dining
sales, creating delivery-only kitchens
and rethinking packaging so that hot
and cold foods can retain their proper
temperatures. Although pizza and fast
food drive-thru windows once dominated
the space, today just about any food—from
croquembouche and king crab legs to prime
steak and cavatelli with duck confit—can be
dispatched with speed and precision.
And while implementing both takeout

The copper-colored
packaging used to
transport Joe’s seafood
adds a touch of luxury.

BY MIKE SULA
48

and delivery options isn’t always
necessary, considering the merits of each
operation can be advantageous. “When I
first moved to Portland, nobody ordered
anything,” says Carol Wakerhauser,
owner of Pix Patisserrie and Bar Vivant,
sister operations under the same roof in
Portland, Oregon, which traffic in French
pastry and Spanish tapas, respectively. “It’s
a total 180 now.”

ORDERING
ONLINE
BUILDS YOUR
BOTTOM LINE

Is Takeout Worth
the Effort?

Does off-premise income offset the potential
loss of alcohol sales and added labor? Most operators say yes, but the cost of online delivery
platforms must be factored into the profitability.

Check the attitude
All too often, operators think that
adding off-premise dining is just a matter
of stocking to-go containers and carryout
bags. But the most successful restaurateurs
devote the same amount of care to offpremise as dine-in sales.
Multi-concept operator DineAmic
Group, which phased in carryout or
delivery at all nine of its Chicago concepts,
is meeting its own success metrics with
such a simple approach.
“It’s just making things systematic,” says
Rekhson, a partner at BomboBar,
ONLINE David
TO-GO
a DineAmic casual concept. “We have to
ORDERING
HAS GROWN BY
make sure that we have all the steps down:
ordering, packaging and what the guest
experience is like when they pick it up.
Making sure the quality is the same. If you
can approach that aspect of the business
with the same amount of detail and
thenYEARS*
you should be OK.”
IN THE thought,
PAST FIVE

“Delivery does offset the draw from beer, wine,
etc., since it is incremental sales,” says Dave
Quillen of Joe’s Seafood, Prime Steak and Stone
Crab. “You don’t have a table, a tablecloth,
silverware, glassware and all of that. And you
don’t have to employ drivers (or) have to worry
about insurance and cars.”
Third-party online aggregators, such as Grubhub and Doordash, take a cut of the sales but
the site allows upselling by recommending
additional items and dessert. There’s also an
inherent soft upsell hidden in ordering online.
“Customers tend to order more online than they

225%

really need,” Quillen says. “The idea of, ‘Do you
want dessert?’ becomes, ‘Let’s get something
for dessert. We can eat it later.’ Then one piece
of pie becomes two.”

pattern because guests willing to come at
5 o’clock to eat could get it delivered at
7 when they wanted it,” says partner
Ed Schoenfeld.
Adding take-out underscored the
importance of maximizing existing
labor to accommodate an efficient intake
system. Between greeting and seating
guests, a host transfers incoming orders
from Red Farm’s two delivery services
from tablets into the restaurant’s POS
system. When pickup couriers arrive, the
host hands over the orders that are hung in
numbered bags from hooks on the wall.
If carryout and delivery become brisk
enough to impact dine-in business, Red
Farm turns off its website for an hour or
two. “There’s no substitute for taking good
care of the customers you have in your
dining room,” says Schoenfeld.

Group offers carryout and delivery at
nine of its 10 concepts, including Costata
Steak and Chef Michael White’s Pasta on
Demand. To save space, each operates out
of the kitchens of existing restaurants.
“We ended up adding an additional
eight menu items to both of those menus,”
says Jonna Gerlich, managing director,
of marketing, events, partnerships and
promotions. “We brought in an additional
line cook in the beginning as we started
getting used to the volume that was pretty
fast and furious for a while. And then
everybody started getting a groove.”

Staff right from the start

Test drive delivery services

Sometimes staffing up early saves
headaches later. New York’s Altamarea
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Packaging can make
all the difference
in maintaining the
integrity of the food.

The explosion of online delivery
services means restaurants now have

Know how your food behaves

many options that require research and
questions to find the best fit. Get feedback
from other restaurants and don’t hesitate
to negotiate costs. When in doubt, test
drive a few.
Big Bowl, a Chicago-based pan Asian
concept, offered Postmates, Doordash and
Grubhub at the same time, but dropped one
after complaints about incorrect orders.
Red Farm offers two.
The biggest selling point of third-party
services is their reach. Their databases are
being checked by tons of customers who
might not have even known you existed.
“It’s not just the benefit of not having
the labor (drivers),” Schoenfeld says.
“It’s the additional benefit of having this
exponentially added traffic.” n

Use ChowNow,
the leading
online
When delivery services
started moving
into Portland,
Wakerhauser
knew her
ordering
system
for restaurants,
to
30 different housemade Spanish and
increase
take-out
revenue
Portuguese
seafood conservas
wereand
not keep
only shelf
stable but could
easily be tucked
business
thriving
— commission-free.
into a takeaway bag with some bread and

lemon. Her pastries also kept well in her
eco-conscious recycled paper boxes.
Today’s wide array of packaging choices
makes temperature control easier while
meeting operator price points and
sustainability preferences. But certain
foods need specific considerations. Joe’s
Seafood, Prime Steak and Stone Crab,
which has locations in Chicago and
Washington, D.C., knew that re-creating
the Joe’s experience was chiefly predicated
on protecting the integrity of the food.
For more information, contact your US Foods® Representative
The restaurants ran trials, delivering to
or Save Time. Order Online! usfoods.com
people they knew. “That really helped us
understand what items were best and what
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The fillings for
BomboBar’s
bombolini stay
fresh in fun-sized
squirt bottles.

(TAKEOUT AND REMOTE
DINING IS LEADING
TO AN) INCREMENTAL
CANNIBALIZATION OF
DINE-IN MEALS.
—Morgan Stanley report

items weren’t,” says partner Dave Quillen.
Steaks are pulled from the broiler slightly
under the desired temperature because
they continue to cook in the container.
At BomboBar, the bombolini fillings are
packaged in playful squeeze bottles so they
won’t cool the doughnuts during transport.
Adding delivery doesn’t necessarily
mean you even have to change your menu.
“We’ve discovered we can pretty much
deliver anything,” says Quillen. “And when
somebody has that weird special request
... we have to tell them, ‘Hey we’re not 100
percent comfortable how this is gonna be
delivered, but we’ll be happy to do it.’”’
At Bar Fiori in Manhattan, the delivery
adjunct to the Altamrea Group’s Ai Fiori,
management found that short pastas work
well for delivery, but long ones dried out. If
a dish loses too much moisture in transit,
it’s a no-go for delivery, which is why its
crudo is reserved for in-house diners only.

Maintain your brand
Packaging has a dual purpose. It helps
ensure food reaches its destination looking
and tasting as close as possible to what
you’d receive in the dining room. But it also
conveys a brand identity. Good packaging
can communicate value and quality.
Stone crab legs from Joe’s sit atop packed
ice so the meat stays moist and cool. But
the black tray has a copper-colored interlay,
conveying an elegance that matches the
seafood’s $42 menu price.
The lesson? While most takeout orders
are casual, don’t sacrifice solid packaging
to save a few cents.

Start a ghost restaurant
Operators already enjoying success with
a dine-in concept are leveraging their
brand’s reputation by opening up “ghost
restaurants,” storefront-free “virtual
eateries” that focus on delivery.
That’s the setup behind Chef-owner
Will Gilson’s carryout/delivery-only
spot in the storage space next door to
his restaurant, Puritan & Company in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Gilson and his
team focused on creating dishes prepared
from the kitchen’s existing mise en place. It
took little effort for a roasted carrots with
chicken and duck fat potatoes entree to
be repurposed into a mobile-friendly red
curry heirloom carrots offing with coconut,
sultanas, pearl onions and harissa, which
couriers could pick up next door at Puritan
Trading Company.
Even if a restaurant doesn’t allow
dedicated space for a ghost restaurant, a
smaller version of more easily executed
dishes can work as long as it’s adequately
staffed.
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Which service is
best for you?
› TRY: ChowNow if you want a customized
online ordering app or system built into your own
website for a flat fee, regardless of order volume.
Allows restaurants to deal directly with customers.
THINK AGAIN: Does not integrate with your
POS system.

› TRY: DoorDash if you want to allow diners to
customize their orders.
THINK AGAIN: Markups can come as a shock
to customers.

› TRY: Uber Eats if you want to capitalize on a
vast network of drivers, decreasing overall
delivery time.
THINK AGAIN: Requires customers to meet
the driver curbside. Also might be hard to
ignore the army of dissatisfied drivers on
Glassdoor.com reviews.

› TRY: OrderUp to reach customers in
smaller cities.

Get buy-in from staff
Adding 14 new dishes to the workload
at Puritan’s kitchen caused some initial
resistance, but Gilson hired a worker solely
for prepping and packaging the carryout
dishes and stationed him in the new space.
He also detailed the benefits to the staff.
“This is a way for us to increase revenue
and to be able to increase wages,” he says.
“I don’t want to be the guy sitting here a
year or two from now going, ‘We could’ve
made a move here or there and we would’ve
have been able to keep revenue coming,
hire more, and keep the core staff.’”
Streamline intake
Dropping direct phone orders for
online ordering is one way to stay ahead
of the digital curve. When Red Farm, a
popular Manhattan dine-in concept with
two locations, began offering takeout,
the switch entailed far more than just
ordering boxes. “It changed our business

THINK AGAIN: No discounts for regular customers.

› TRY: Grubhub if you want to set your own
delivery fees.
THINK AGAIN: You need your own drivers.
The website can also direct traffic away from
your restaurant.

› TRY: Caviar for the most complex menu. It’s
a favorite among higher-priced, chef-driven
restaurants.
THINK AGAIN: Delivery radius can dramatically
shrink during inclement weather, just when
customers need it most.

› TRY: Postmates to reach a broad range of
customers interested in goods besides food.
THINK AGAIN: Drivers will pick up anything, even if
not appropriate, for delivery.

› TRY: Eat24 to leverage good Yelp reviews.
THINK AGAIN: Most restaurants supply their
own drivers.

*Google Trends
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later. The lessons, however, came hard
but fast, allowing the most intrepid
operators to pivot quickly so that the
register could keep ringing. Restaurants
figured out which foods traveled best,
which containers helped or hindered
food quality, and upped costs for offpremise to help defray third-party
commissions.
The growth of off-premise dining and
its impact on business is far from over;
third-party giants have been swallowing
each other up, making it more
challenging for restaurants to shop for
the lowest commissions. As the threat of
a recession looms large, investing more
in technology, such as building your own
online ordering system, may give you
pause. But one thing remains certain:
surveys show most customers prefer
ordering directly from a restaurant’s
platform. For any holdouts, just watch
that infamous episode of “The Bear.”
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Before Side Hustles
Became a Thing.
True then and still true
today: A private dining
area or unused space
has alternative concept
potential. Bonus if
an existing window
can become a pickup
window.
LAST SEEN: In 2012, Liz
Davis opened Xico, a
Mexican neighborhood
concept with a side
window dedicated for
takeout as a way to
capture lunch sales in
the competitive Portland,
Oregon, market. Though
no one could predict it
at the time, it also saved
the restaurant in 2020.
“We served to-go food
only for almost 2 years
and are now reopen for
onsite dining,” she says.
“(We’re) still using the
window for pickup.”

Don’t Let Fees Eat You
For Lunch.
New restaurants need
a third-party pickup
and delivery service for
marketing but there are
ways to save on paying
those high commissions.
LAST SEEN: Yes, Thai, a

Chicago neighborhood
restaurant, encourages
customers on its website
landing page to call them
for the pickup orders to
avoid fees, saying they
lose $6.70 per order
Pack It Up.
The clock is ticking
on upping your earthfriendly packaging game.
LAST SEEN: 62% to 72%
of consumers regularly
or occasionally choose
foods with recyclable
or compostable
packaging, according to
Datassential. As climate
change worsens, expect
these numbers to climb.

The New Definition
of Local.
If you have merchandise
or a food product, such
as a sauce, spices or
signature dish, extend
your reach.
LAST SEEN: Uber Eats
won’t be the last
Goldbelly competitor
to offer nationwide
shipping, launching
recently in Los Angeles,
New York and Miami
with more cities to come.

You Can’t Be Heard if
You’re Not Seen.
The majority of younger
diners order food on a
mobile device, making
it even more important
than ever to treat social
media like exercising
or brushing teeth: Do it
daily. Seeing enticing
images of food, specials
or events on social media
will drive traffic to your
restaurant.
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Sharing the Love of Food—Inspiring Business Success

IT’S
VEGAN
JERK
MEET THE NEW MEAT

POWER PLANTS

Expect grains, vegetables
and protein alternatives to
keep fueling menus
Plant-based foods and protein
alternatives have had an immense
impact on menus in the last decade.
In 2014, this publication reported on
grains and nutrient-charged produce
becoming culinary superstars while
chefs discussed the growing demand for
meatless dishes.
Eight years later, vegetable and grainfocused appetizers and entrees are the
norm, and quinoa and kale are pervasive.
In 2016, consumers cringed at a “burger
that bleeds” when the Impossible Burger
debuted, but now their biggest fans are
meat-eaters.
Pescatarians, flexitarians, omnivores,
ovo-tarians and lacto-ovo-tarians
became part of the lexicon. Cobbling
together a meal with side dishes
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The way to
enlist all diners
By Amber Gibson
Umami packs the
punch in meatless
pizza. See recipe
on page 63.
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2019
Get the recipe
for Salt-brined
Celtuce and
Nightshades on
page 36.

Yellow Tomato
Pizza with
Ricotta, Black
Garlic and
Vegetables

COVER
STORY

Chef Luca Issa
Piccolo Bucco,
Oakbrook, Illinois

FROM FR
TO FASHINGE
IONABL

How to be
vegan-fr
iendly in

30

EVA

KOLENK
O

the new
wor

ld order

1 pound dairy-free ricotta
¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil

E
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1 teaspoon kosher salt
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½ teaspoon white pepper

31

Pizza dough, preferable

became a thing of the past. Today, 52%
of consumers are eating more plantbased foods, according to consumer
data company NielsenIQ. When 57% of
consumers believe their food choices
impact the environment and more
than half consider climate change
to be important—says research firm
Datassential—it’s likely that plantforward dishes and meat analogues
(euphemism for fake meat) will continue
to grow.
For cell-grown chicken, cattle and
shrimp as well as plant-based meat
alternatives, taste and price will drive
acceptance and proliferation. Protein
grown in a lab isn’t available in the U.S.
yet, and so far, only 1 in 3 consumers
think meat analogues are as healthy as
traditional plant-based foods, according
to Datassential.
But this much we know is true:
Consumers are more educated about food
than ever and the youngest diners (the
future) are the most receptive to foods
that benefit the planet.
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sourdough
12 ounces yellow tomato

now
→ When meatless diners

Scan for the
recipe to Vegan
Pepperoni Pizza.

no longer need to hunt and peck the
side dish offerings to cobble together a meal, the bar has been raised—perhaps
permanently. With higher expectations, pizza is one universally beloved food
that can do better than marinara as a base and saying goodbye forever to meat
and cheese.
Some pizzaiolos agree. They’re experimenting with a slew of options
and working with new plant-based meat and cheese alternatives.
For example, chefs across the country are loving Miyoko’s liquid vegan pizza
mozzarella, a plant-based cheese made from cultured cashew milk. They’ve
fallen hard for the way it easily melts and bubbles. “It’s easily applied to the
pizza, fires well and browns,” says chef Rob Larman of Il Fuoco in Sonoma,
California.
At Margo’s Santa Monica, chef Blake Thorson reaches for Beehive’s seitan
pepperoni. “Beehive has the closest texture and taste to real pepperoni,” he
says. “It crisps up beautifully if you add a little olive oil on top before cooking.”
Italian chef Luca Issa at Piccolo Buco in Oakbrook, Illinois, uses smooth yellow
cherry tomato puree instead of red sauce on his Neapolitan-style vegan pizza,
topped with roasted red peppers, eggplant, thinly sliced zucchini, fermented
black garlic and crumbled dehydrated Kalamata olives. “Because the yellow
tomato sauce is sweeter, it adds just a little something extra special to a pizza
that doesn’t have cheese or fat,” Issa says.
Gen-Z diners are the most likely to opt for plant-based proteins and dairy
alternatives no matter the type of food, according to research firm Datassential.
But one truism remains for all diners: just about no one will sacrifice taste. ■

puree
2 tablespoons mint, finely
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chopped
4 ounces roasted red
peppers
4 ounces zucchini, sliced
paper-thin

Ground nuts and
milk alternatives
can stand in for
the creamy in
cream-based
pasta sauces.

4 ounces eggplant, sliced
paper-thin
4 ounces blistered cherry
tomatoes
3 ounces Kalamata olives,
pitted, oven-dried
2 ounces fermented black
garlic, chopped
Whisk together ricotta, oil,
salt and pepper; set aside.
Stretch dough into 10- to
12-inch round. Spread
with sauce and equally
distribute ingredients to
preference.
Bake in an oven preheated
to pizza temperature
until crust is golden. Pipe
ricotta onto the pie and
serve. Makes 1 pizza.

The Creamiest
Creamless DISH

▷ A vegan pasta dish isn’t any huge feat

but a silky, creamy one without the help of butter,
eggs or heavy cream is a different animal. No
problem, though, if you’re Matthew Kenney, who
started building an empire of plant-based food
long before it was a thing.
During the pandemic, he opened two locations
of Sestina, an Italian vegan pasta bar concept,
one in Culver City, California, and then New
York City. Last year, the third one opened in Los
Angeles and more are scheduled.
Kenney’s team lean on nut milks and nut-based
cheeses for the housemade pastas. Nuts can be

ground, giving sauces heft, body and protein in
addition to the creaminess that comes naturally
from pasta water.
These dishes include truffle tagliatelle, elbows
in a vodka sauce with tomatoes, basil and plantbased Parmesan and English pea ravioli in Alfredo
sauce and herb oil.
In Portland, Oregon, recently opened Lilla,
an Italian vegan restaurant makes in-house
Parmesan as an ingredient for its smooth pasta
sauces that include classic carbonara and alfredo.
At Crossroads Kitchen in Los Angeles,
fettuccine carbonara starts with sauteing garlic in
olive oil followed by housemade mushroom bacon,
white wine, vegetable stock and plant-based
Parmesan. It’s topped with what looks like an egg
yolk but it’s made from bearnaise congealed in
olive oil that oozes once it’s broken.
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Plant-based bacon
is sliced into strips.

LAST SEEN: Once
approved, you might
see lab chicken at a
José Andrés restaurant;
he joined the board of
directors last year.

Clucking For Real?
Kids at a Singapore
restaurant chow down
on the first ever nuggets
made from cultured
meat—a protein grown
from chicken cells in a
lab. Nearly two years
later, the FDA and the
USDA are still sorting
rules for lab-grown
products, though U.S.based Eat Just which
makes Good Meat
cultured chicken says
approval is expected
this year.
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The Nail on Iceberg’s
Coffin
Nutrient-dense leafy
salad greens developed
by a gene editing
technology known as
CRISPR are expected to
be available next year.
LAST SEEN: Pairwise
removed the sharpness
from mustard greens
to make them more
neutral. Expect seedless
blackberries, black
raspberries and pitless
cherries via the same
technology from
the California-based
company.

OK to Wreck
A plant-based filet
mignon is slated to hit
the market next year.
Made with the same soy
protein as plant-based
burgers, this cut from
Juicy Marbles resembles
the real deal with what
look like muscle fibers
and strands of fat. A plus:
If your line cook kills it
by mistake, the faux filet
will still have the texture
of medium-rare.

TOUGH
AND
DEPENDABLE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JENNIFER BAKOS

Pig’s Out
A pork-free, plant-based
bacon that looks, tastes
and snaps like the real
thing? Yes, says My
Forest Foods, which is
amping up production
and distribution of the
imitation bacon made
from mycelium, the
root of mushrooms. It
contains just mycelium,
coconut oil, salt, sugar,
“natural flavors” and
beet juice for color
forged into a block that’s
sliced like bacon.

It’s what you want in a trash bag. But Monogram®
Repro Commercial Trash Can Liners are also
made from reprocessed resin, so they are better
for the environment. Big enough for your kitchen
cans, easy to dispense and offering the best in
leak protection, these liners will help make
cleanup effortless for your restaurant.
MONOGRAM® REPRO COMMERCIAL
TRASH CAN LINERS | APN 8364705

EXCLUSIVE
BRAND
For more information or to order,
visit usfoods.com or contact your
US Foods® representative.
© 2022 US Foods, Inc. 08-2022 FOF-FOF-20220708-1868342

THEN

2020
COVID-19 SPECIAL EDITION

OUR INDUSTRY
IN TRANSITION

IF YOU HAVE TECH,
YOU'VE GOT EVERYTHING
The start of this decade will always
have the indelible pall of COVID-19,
the pandemic that blew up the world,
hitting hospitality harder than any other
industry. While more than 80,000 eating
and drinking establishments closed
temporarily or permanently, according to
the National Restaurant Association, and
many more continue to be affected, the
majority managed to rebound.
For restaurants equipped with the right
technology, the blow has been less
painful. Every effort to stay operating
would prove to be more effective during

now

Tech
saves
the
day
It’s the one
sure thing
By Abigail Covington
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→ Whether it’s 2012 or 2022,

technology comes to the rescue. It saves hours in
inventory, streamlines the profit and loss numbers
and makes the difference between painful and
painless online ordering.
Over the past decade, thousands of social
media apps, Silicon Valley startups, and hungry
entrepreneurs have brought their big ideas and
bleeding edge technologies to the nearly trillion-dollar
foodservice industry, hoping to revolutionize how the
country eats, cooks and purchases food.
Some ideas flopped but others like mobile
payments and ghost kitchens are reshaping
the industry. Tech will continue to revolutionize
foodservice, which means it’s safe to say that further
advances will play off, especially in these four areas:

POS PIVOTS TO DIGITAL
Operators took note
and within a few years
self-serve kiosks, online
ordering, and digital menu
boards began popping up
in QSRs and fast-casuals.
Panera Bread introduced
kiosks in 2014. A year later,
Chili’s partnered with
Ziosk to install tabletop
tablets that allowed
customers to order, pay
their bill and even play
games from the comfort
of their booth. The swap
led to a 20% increase in

dessert sales.
Independent operators
put their own spin on these
tech-driven trends by
partnering with payment
processing companies like
Square and Toast to outfit
servers to take orders and
payments tableside.
> WHAT’S NEXT: Expect
more digital tools and
programs for internal
operations and systems
that work harder to
integrate sales, inventory
and ordering so you don’t
have to.
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2020

and after the pandemic—just as it
has with past challenges. Operations
equipped with healthy and strong staff
and management, buttressed by loyal
customers and up-to-date technology,
were able to stay above water. Some even
thrived.
Outdoor and off-premise dining and
experiences, like meal and drink kits
and online cooking and presentations,
fed and entertained the new work-fromhome majority and kept revenue flowing.
Operators addressed the weaknesses
exposed by the pandemic, from poor
inventory tools to menus with items that
didn't travel well.
The once-shunned QR code proved to
be a game changer while smarter menu
pricing came into play (read: price
increases).
Programs that help with hiring and
scheduling also took away some of the
stress of labor woes.
Technology made all of these changes
possible. No matter what lies ahead—a
recession or new COVID variants that
impact business—operators who have
leveraged technology know it will always
be the differentiator.
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LOOKS GOOD ENOUGH
TO EAT
A decade ago, Instagram
was all the rage. Diners
snapped photos of their
favorite dishes at their
favorite restaurants and
shared them among
friends on their feeds,
giving operators a
valuable new source
of free, word-of-mouth
marketing. As a result,
the visual appeal
of dishes became
increasingly important to
all restaurants.
> WHAT’S NEXT: TikTok,
will continue its rise
as it grabs users of
all ages. Already a
platform that launches
trends, it’s becoming
the go-to for restaurant
recommendations,
making sites like Yelp
less relevant.

I’LL TAKE MINE TO GO
In 2016, Starbucks
reported that more than
20% of the company’s
in-store transactions
originated from the
company’s popular
mobile app. Chicagoland
restaurant group Lettuce
Entertain You reported
similar numbers for
revenue tied to their
in-app rewards program
The Frequent Diner’s
Club. Delivery apps like
GrubHub and DoorDash
went gangbusters, too.
Third-party sales topped
$5 billion in the first half
of 2018, a 55% increase
from the previous year.
In 2019, restaurant

1.5%
Number of TikTok
users by the end
of 2022
—Data.ai

delivery sales went up
again by roughly the
same amount. Then
technology proved
to be life or death for
restaurants when the
pandemic hit and offpremise dining was
the only way to keep
operating.
> WHAT’S NEXT:
Technology that enables
restaurants to get
out from under the
ball and chain of high
commissions from thirdparty apps.

THE FUTURE IS
AUTOMATED
Tech features like in-app
ordering and tableside
tablets used to be
considered inessential
but now they’re viewed

8 out of 10
Operators said tech
provides a competitive
edge and reported
wanting to increase
their investments

more like prerequisites,
both by operators and
consumers. In the National
Restaurant Association’s
2022 industry survey, 8
in 10 operators said tech
provides a competitive
edge, adding that they
want to increase their
investments.
> WHAT’S NEXT: Artificial
intelligence and robots
will continue to evolve
as a way to predict diner
preferences as well as
address labor (robots
that cook, deliver food
—on and off-premise—
and wash dishes‚ while
lab-grown food will keep
making advances. Many
factors will influence
whether these advances
will take hold but one
thing’s for sure: Innovation
is guaranteed. ■

SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION
Grilled halloumi from
Aba with turmeric
cream, saba, grapes
and watercress.
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Its versatile,
sustainable and
protein-forward
profile satisfies
diner demands

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN T. MCGILL

» Never before have chefs

and restaurateurs been so aware and
responsive to diner preferences.
Customers want healthier selections.
Check. More meatless options and
protein-based menu choices, specifically
center of the plate. Check and check.
These options should also be sustainable
and help limit food waste.
Because checking these boxes not only
satisfies diner demands, they also align
with what's important to chefs. Of all
the ingredients that can help menus be
as sustainable as possible while meeting
such preferences, cheese bubbles to the
surface.

Consider Farmhouse in Corona del
Mar, California, which devotes a page
on its website to a lengthy statement on
sustainability. The menu supports its
ethos with several items, including roasted
coriander and cumin-spiced carrots with
burrata cheese, pistachios and mint along
with a carrot pistou made with the root
vegetable’s tops that would otherwise be
discarded. To provide “meatier” options
and to highlight additional California
products, the restaurant also offers a cheese
board as well as a Swiss chard and cheese
gratin that includes fennel, caramelized
onion and herbs, cauliflower “bechamel”
and mozzarella and fontina cheese.

Clockwise, at Aba, cheese shines as a starter
with whipped feta, pistachios, olive oil and
lemon zest while grilling halloumi gives the
cheese a smoky flavor and dimension needed
to be a center-of-the-plate star.
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SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION

WE WERE
ACTUALLY TRYING TO
MAKE BREADSTICKS
OUT OF OUR
PIZZA DOUGH.

By the Numbers

Sustainability From A California
Cheese Perspective
Over the past 50 years through
a variety of measures, California
dairy farms have reduced their
environmental footprint:
less
45% greenhouse
gas
less land

89%

88%
less water

Source: California Milk Advisory Board
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Likewise at Terra Plata in Seattle, where
chef/owner Tamara Murphy has been
committed to purchasing sustainable
products, such as cheese from California
(see sidebar), since opening her restaurant
in 2011. They include heirloom tomatoes
with sumac, basil, za’atar, golden
balsamic, arugula, crispy quinoa and
ricotta salata as well as burrata with
seasonal fruit, lemon, olive oil and
sourdough breadcrumbs.
To satisfy the demand for more plantforward options, restaurants reach for a
variety of ingredients, including cheese
to bring in the protein, add contrast and
maximize menu appeal. At Bar Pollino in
Boston, sugar snap peas are paired with
whipped ricotta and a drizzle of honey.
Chef/owners Jamie Bissonnette and Ken
Oringer also menu mozzarella sticks but
instead of ubiquitous marinara, they're
accompanied by Osetra caviar.

CHEF
THOMAS GARNICK
FIGURED OUT
HOW TO TURN
AN ACCIDENT
INTO A STAR

BUT IT STUCK
TOGETHER AND LOOKED
LIKE A STAR.

ATTRACTION.

©2022 California Milk Advisory Board, an instrumentality of the CA Department of Food and Agriculture

Stracciatella provides
the protein for an
appetizer paired with
marinated tomatoes,
sherry vinaigrette and
croutons at Aba.

Aba, a Mediterranean concept with
locations in Chicago, Miami and Austin
also serves several dishes with cheese,
including whipped feta with crushed
pistachios, olive oil and lemon zest. The
menu takes cheese one step further by
setting it up as a satisfying meatless
entree. Relying on halloumi’s firm
and meaty texture, executive Chef CJ
Jacobson grills and pairs it with spicy
turmeric cream, grapes, saba and
watercress.
Burrata, however, has arguably become
the most popular center-of-the plate
option. According to Datassential, burrata
is expected to experience 51% growth over
the next four years.
At the Tasting Room in Frederick,
Maryland, burrata is on both the lunch
and dinner menu, served with charred
bread, orange, harissa, coriander,
mustard, fennel and tomato.
Bastone! in Atlanta goes all out by
menuing a mozzarella bar. Of the nine
choices, diners can order five as a flight.
Chef/owner Pasquale Pascarella says he
once sourced all cheeses from Italy but
found that by the time they arrived, they
weren’t as fresh as he wanted. Now, all
but a few are U.S.-made cheese, including
options from California. The approach is
more sustainable and in the long run cuts
waste.
Waste can also be reduced by crossutilizing ingredients. “We often will
use ingredients that overlap into many
dishes and we have a strong back of house
system in place to help minimize waste,”
says Marc Jacobs, executive partner and
divisional president for Lettuce Entertain
You Enterprises, which includes Aba.
Pascarella concurs. “The best dishes in
my opinion are the ones when you need to
cross utilize product.” ■

SO WE
SAID...LET’S GO
WITH THAT!

WE FILL THE
POINTS WITH CALIFORNIA
MOZZARELLA AND POUR A
GOOEY CALIFORNIA FONTINA
FONDUE IN THE CENTER
FOR DIPPING.

Th e
Fo nd ut a
Ch ee se St ar

FOLLOW US:

realcamilkfoodservice
realcaliforniamilkfoodservice
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TAKE THAT

MONEY MOVES

MEETING THE MOMENT

Make bank with smarter LTO,
page 51

Restaurateurs on climate change,
page 65
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EARTH MATTERS

SLIM CHICKENS
FALL 2021

R.
NIENCE.

SLIM
CHICKENS
WING STAND-INS STEP UP

A meat-free
option of roasted
bean toast from
Overthrow
Hospitality.

EARTH
MATTERS
By Sophie Lee

PHOTOGRAPHY © NEIL BURGER

Restaurants branding themselves
as plant-based, vegetable-forward
or animal-free is a sign of the times but
it’s also a seismic shift in hospitality: a
response to the increased demand for
ecologically sound, moral options with
straight-from-the-ground food.
Ravi DeRossi, the founder of New York
City’s Overthrow Hospitality, could be
seen as the poster child for championing
sustainability as a self-proclaimed
“mission-driven vegan restaurant group.”
Overthrow is responsible for a host of
vegan spots across Manhattan, with
concepts spanning style and global
cuisines, from cocktail bars to beer joints.
Yet, all the restaurants stick to a plantbased philosophy. His cat, Simon, who was
diagnosed eight years ago with a terminal
illness, was the impetus.
He transitioned the company to be fully
vegan and has since noticed an uptick in
customers, crediting plant-based options
It’s about balance, Joe Frillman of Daisies,
says about the menu and climate change.

for the increase. “Eat. Drink. Start A
Revolution” is Overthrow’s tagline.
“It has been proven that meat
agriculture is one of the leading causes
of methane, and in turn climate change
...The simplest and easiest way for any
individual to contribute to bettering
the health of the planet is to stop eating
meat,” DeRossi says.
According to the United Nation’s Food
and Agricultural Organization, meat and
dairy production accounts for 7.1 gigatons
of greenhouse gases annually, 14.5% of
all human-made emissions. As climate
change awareness has increased, so has
the number of individuals cutting back on
animal consumption.
Earlier this year, Daniel Humm of
acclaimed 11 Madison Park in New York
City removed all meat and seafood from
the menu. Saying it was an environmental
statement, Michelin-starred chef
Dominique Crenn announced in the

“A FLEXITARIAN
DIET IS
DEFINITELY A
STEP IN THE
RIGHT DIRECTION
AND A WAY TO
INTRODUCE ...
EATING LESS
MEAT AND MORE
VEGETABLES...”
—Ravi DeRossi of Overthrow Hospitality

fall of 2019 that all of her San Francisco
restaurants would be meat-free. During
the pandemic, Crenn, who says she is not
a vegetarian, opened Vitabowl, a vegan togo concept in Los Angeles.
For Joe Frillman, chef/owner of Daisies
in Chicago, tackling climate change is
about balancing business sense with his
approach to cooking and personal views.
“We do use animal proteins in the
restaurant, but more as a garnish or
accompanying flavor to let the produce
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KINDNESS GOES
THE DISTANCE
Over the years, the charitable
contributions of most independent
restaurants have meant doling out gift
certificates for fundraisers, sponsoring
nonprofit organizations or banding
together to cook for a cause.
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Should menus
have a role in
fighting climate
change?

and plant-based options be elevated by the
use of animal fats or dairy,” he says.
While certain dishes include anchovies
or lamb, the array of plant-based
options make the menu workable for
customers with a variety of dietary needs.
Frillman says Daisies is sought out as an
“accommodating” spot for vegan customers,
as well as their “meat-eating friends.”
“I feel like food tastes better with
animal products in it. But it doesn’t
have to be a giant hunk of meat,” he
says. “Using animal fats and byproducts
to satiate and bring out the flavors
in vegetables excites me. It’s hard to
convince someone to give up meat or
animal products altogether, but even
reducing the amount consumed can make
a lasting impact on the world’s current
environmental trajectory.”
Florian Pfahler, owner of Hannah’s
Bretzel, a chain of sandwich shops in
Chicago, has increased its meatless
options since launching in 2005.
Plant-based options are available, about
a 70/30 split between meat and veggie,
part of what he says is their “bigger
responsibility” to the environment.
But the choice also closely aligns
with Pfahler’s personal support of the
“Mediterranean diet,” which focuses on
plant-based options with a moderate
consumption of animal products.
“The Mediterranean diet is one of the
oldest. It grew naturally from what was/
is available in the Mediterranean region,”
Pfahler says. “Healthy balance is what
we propose with a heavier emphasis
on vegetables and fruit, whole grains if
possible, healthy oils like olive or avocado,
hard cheeses over soft, and animal protein
to enhance the meal but not to be the
main character.”
With that in mind, Pfahler doesn’t see
an entirely plant-based future. Since
Hannah’s Bretzel opened, he hasn’t noted
an increase in demand for plant-based
sandwiches, and the ones already on the
menu don’t tend to sell any better than
their meat-filled counterparts.

“WE HAVE
SEEN AN
EVERINCREASING
DEMAND FOR
VEG ITEMS.”
—Joe Frillman of Daisies

Caring
keeps
going
Earth-friendly
mushroom
pappardelle and
beet agnolotti,
above, from
Daisies.

Doing good has become personal

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAY KATCHATORIAN

MENU MUST-HAVES

Umami is the punch menus welcome,
page 12

Chef/owner Suzanne
Goin, right, and
co-owner Caroline
Styne of several
southern California
restaurants, including
A.O.C. and Lucques.
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State Bird
Provisions is
among the
restaurants that
have joined Zero
Foodprint.

57%

By Abigail Covington

Fighting climate change with the
help of a small menu surcharge

At a Glance: Karen Leibowitz
Executive director of Zero Foodprint, a nonprofit
named Humanitarian of the Year by the James
Beard Foundation for empowering the restaurant
industry to create solutions to climate change
Co-founder of several award-winning restaurants,
including Mission Chinese Food, The Perennial and
Commonwealth in San Francisco
A 2019 James Beard Award nominee for
Outstanding Restaurateur

Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley
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But in the last decade, charitable
efforts have taken on deeper meaning.
Restaurants have grown closer to the
people they help and the causes they
support, all the while aligning their
moral compass.
Fuel Pizza, which got its start in
Charlotte, North Carolina, partnered
with school districts to teach children
about nutrition and the field-to-fork
concept. In May 2013, 200 volunteers
raised $200,000 to open Oregon Pubic
House in Portland, Oregon, as a way to
give back to the local community. Since
then, the restaurant/pub has donated
more than $206,000 to various charities
including one that the customers choose.
The pandemic, which left so many people
jobless, including restaurant workers,
sped up the change. Causes, specifically
the #MeToo movement and social unrest
a year prior, also pressed the industry to
take a closer look at itself and to take
care of their own. For example, Chef Ed
Lee launched Let’s Empower Employment
in 2018 to address diversity, equity and
sustainability while the James Beard
Foundation reworked its mission to be
more inclusive.
“There is an opportunity now for
momentous change,” Lee says.
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OVERALL
CONSUMERS
vs

Co-author of two cookbooks: “Mission Street
Food” (with Anthony Myint) and “Atelier Crenn”
(with Dominique Crenn)

now
→ Ask anyone in the business why

they tolerate back-breaking hours, holidays and
milestones away from family, the drama of personal
lives disrupting shifts and the precarious earnings.
The response will be quick and similar.
“I like taking care of people.”
That reason for being in the business has
extended to helping the community in a way
that’s never been seen collectively. Just a few taps
away from reaching their peers and thousands of
customers on social media, chefs and restaurateurs
wield a big microphone for doing good.
They’ll agree that a cultural shift started preCOVID-19 as employers learned that nurturing and
supporting staff would make for better workers.
But the impact of the pandemic on lives and
livelihoods lost, racial and political unrest and the
accompanying stress of uncertainty pushed that
caring beyond their walls.
Sponsoring school sports teams and providing
free food to a nonprofit fundraiser have evolved
into donating sizable chunks of time and resources
to nonprofit organizations. Gauging from social
media, restaurant owners and workers turn out in
droves to answer calls for help now more than ever.
Arguably among the most notable: Chef José
Andrés and his nonprofit World Central Kitchen
(see story on page 8) that’s on the ground with
food and resources whenever a humanitarian,
climate or community crisis strike. He lands—
anywhere, say California when wildfires destroy
homes or Houston when a hurricane devastates the
area—and restaurant workers turn out in droves

72%
Gen X

Those who think
it’s a good idea
for restaurants
and brands to
tackle key issues
such as human
rights, gender
equality and race
relations
—Datassential

Because
restaurants
at the most
basic level
nourish
people,
they’re a
natural
place to help
others.
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A NEW KIND OF
PERCENT

PORTRAIT BY ALANNA HALE

When the entire world
finally reopens, it will be just as fragile
as it was pre-pandemic. Coronavirus,
unfortunately, didn’t shut down climate
change. If anything, it made the issue
more pressing—especially within the
foodservice industry, which relies on a
healthy planet to make ends meet.
While adding “fight climate change” to
a to-do list might seem like a nightmare
to a restaurateur rebuilding the business
from the pandemic, Karen Leibowitz, the
executive director of the James Beard
Award-winning nonprofit Zero Foodprint,
says it’s worth it. “We all benefit when there
are more sustainable options,” she explains.
It also doesn’t have to be challenging.
Zero Foodprint makes it easy, she
says, for restaurant operators to fight
climate change by adding a 1% surcharge
to the check and using that money to
fund carbon-reduction farming projects
(so far, 48 members/restaurants have
signed on). Giving farmers the support to
take carbon out of the atmosphere and
replant it in the soil is “how we can
eat our way out of the climate crisis.”
says Leibowitz.
To learn more about carbon farming
and why it benefits foodservice operators,
Leibowitz recently shared some insight
from her San Francisco base.

to volunteer. Many have flown to Ukraine on their
own dime since WCK surfaced to feed communities
hurt by the ongoing war with Russia.
Because restaurants at the most basic level
nourish people, they’re a natural place to help
others. In March, chef Suzanne Goin and co-owner
Caroline Styne donated more than $4,100—all
the proceeds from two nights of takeout from their
A.O.C. restaurant and wine bar in Los Angeles—to
WCK. By using social media to spur sales, the effort
also raised awareness about WCK and its efforts in
Ukraine, where the funds were dedicated. In July,
the co-owners dedicated the month to encourage
guests to support Planned Parenthood in response
to the reversal of Roe vs. Wade, and pledged to
contribute as well.
Restaurants are also showing the power of
grassroots efforts, specifically Bakers Against
Racism, which started in 2020 by pastry chef
turned social activist Paola Velez as a “social
community, connecting bakers and creatives all
across the globe to fight against racism in all of its
forms.” The inaugural bake sale and its followup,
Bakers for Ukraine, have raised more than $2.4
million from four continents and 200 U.S. cities
representing 40 states. ■

Paola Velez, pastry chef-turned-activist, has created a
global community of Bakers Against Racism via bake
sale fundraisers.

Staff/
owners at
Slice of New
York

HIT CAUSE.
Reproductive rights are
human rights, according
to chefs donating
sales or organizing
fundraisers.
LAST SEEN: Daisy’s
donates 25% of proceeds
from pappardelle
while Big Jones pulled
together a bake sale,
both Chicago restaurants
supporting the Chicago
Abortion Fund.

YOU CARE, WE CARE.
Restaurants are wearing
their mission on their
sleeve, calling out
their commitment to
sustainability and caring
for the planet on their
website and menus.
Smart, considering that
72% of consumers
say they’re concerned
about food waste
and its impact on the
environment.

IT’S HARDER THAN IT
LOOKS.
Pay-what-you-can
models to make
healthy food accessible
to everyone are a
challenge—look no
further than Panera
Cares, which closed all of
those locations. But that
doesn’t mean operators
have stopped trying.
LAST SEEN: Sam Polk,
co-founder of
California-based
Everytable crunches
numbers and uses
a three-pronged
service model to
make lower prices
in distressed
neighborhoods
workable, while
chef/owner Telly
Justice is offering
the model on
Sundays at Hags
in New York City’s East
Village.

WORK TO OWN.
Co-op models aren’t
new, but the restaurant
industry is giving them
a closer look as a way to
affect equity, diversity
and the labor shortage.
LAST SEEN: A Slice of
New York, which has
two locations, including
San Jose, California,
is succeeding with
45% of its staff with an
ownership stake in the
business.
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ALWAYS KEEP
YOUR MENU
ON-TREND
Give your customers the premium experiences
they’re searching for,1 starting with upper
2/3 Choice beef cuts, trending ideas, tips for
today’s dining, and more.
Each generation is known for having distinct fashion and music styles.
But did you know each also has unique dining habits? Whether driven
by affinity for technology or important life milestones, each age group
can be served with different offerings. Understanding the needs of each
generation can be key to developing a menu with both broad appeal and
targeted flavor.
Smithfield Culinary has the broad portfolio of products, culinary
expertise, and marketing and sales support to help you craft an exciting
menu offering well-suited for any generation.
For more information, call 888-327-6526 or visit SmithfieldGenEats.com.
Or contact Jeff Stewart, Director of Sales, Smithfield Culinary
at 630.995.5713 or jstewart@smithfield.com

Follow us on social media @SmithfieldCulinary

Smithfield Culinary Mobile App
Now Available! Download it today!

1.855.223.3383 | CUSTOMERCARE@STERLINGSILVERMEATS.COM | STERLINGSILVERMEATS.COM | @STERLINGSILVERPREMIUMMEATS
©2022 Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation.

Visit SmithfieldGenEats.com
©2022 Smithfield
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EASY DOES IT

Simpler menus can ease labor
demands, page 6

FOH

FOR HIRE

Eight smarter ways to staffing,
page 42

Looking
Ahead

FOH

SUMMIT OF SUCCESS

Michael Mina on the best and worst
of times, page 60
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HAVE ENOUGH MONEY

MOVE ON LABOR

7 ways restaurants
can succeed

SPRING 2022

MOVE
ON
LABOR

By Bret Thorn
Illustrations by Ryan Todd

SOLVING THE
SHORTAGE

→ I have been

covering the
restaurant industry for 23 years, possibly
longer than many of your employees have
been alive. In that time, I’ve reported
on economic booms and downturns,
smoking restrictions, the elimination of
trans-fats, molecular gastronomy, labor
shortages, surges in burger and chicken
sandwich sales called “wars” for some
reason, and so much more. One thing
has remained constant: No matter what
happens, some restaurants thrive and
others fail.
No one goes into the restaurant
industry for the easy hours or the fast
buck because they don’t exist. It’s a
business of so many moving parts that
successful operators need to juggle that
I marvel that so many of them stay in
business. Over the years, I have learned
some important lessons about what
works and what doesn’t, and I’d like to
share some of them with you here.

TURNING A CORNER

Avoiding the worst of times
As the industry emerges from the
worst pandemic in modern history, an
impending recession looms large.
An economic downturn in 2023 could
permanently knock off restaurants
still teetering from the fallout of
COVID-19. Despite all the comeback
measures, even thriving restaurants
could experience a setback.
Longtime restaurateurs, such as Danny
McGowan, who endured the country’s
longest economic decline—from the
end of 2007 to mid-2009—while a
partner in Lettuce Entertain You
restaurants, believe there are ways to
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The most frequent reason restaurants
fail is that they’re undercapitalized:
They didn’t raise enough money to
get through difficult times. It can take
months—or years—for a restaurant
to turn a profit, and you need enough
funding until income outpaces
expenses. That doesn’t just include
budgeted expenses, such as taxes,
marketing and insurance, but also the
nearly inevitable costly surprises that
crop up. Pandemics aside, unforeseen
circumstances happen all the time.
Check your numbers twice, cut your
anticipated income in half and then
double the amount that you think you’ll
need. Keep a cushion.

two /

LOVE YOUR REGULARS
Remember to always appreciate your
regulars. Pay attention and support
your staff, but don’t let the new flashy
customer overshadow the people who
actually pay your bills. Everyone likes
comped food or drink but find personal
ways to acknowledge your regulars,
too. Do they like being insiders? Slip
them samples of a dish you’re working
on and ask for their feedback. Take the
time to chat with them and of course
always greet them with delight when
they walk in.
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The summer that I waited tables (at a Big
Boy restaurant in Denver) I quickly learned
that rude or obnoxious customers are not to
be taken to heart. They weren’t being jerks
to me; they didn’t even know me. They were
just being jerks. That’s not a big deal, and
part of the fun of working in restaurants
is turning frowns upside down. But when
customers are abusive to your staff, or are
throwing the kitchen into disarray because
of their extreme demands, it’s time to buy
their drinks and send them on their way.

This can be hard. But you can’t run your
business without them.
“Restaurants are not just about food.
They’re really about people,” Lauren
Fernandez, whose company Full Course
helps small restaurant operators grow
their businesses, told me last year. A
veteran restaurateur, she said, “If you
don’t treat your people right, they’re
not going to treat your customers right
and if you don’t treat your customers
right, you’re not going to have a healthy,
sustainable, growing business.”

THE CUSTOMER IS NOT
ALWAYS RIGHT
ON THE
SUMMIT
OF
SUCCESS

By Kristin Eddy

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MINA GROUP

A chef/
restaurateur
on navigating
the best
and worst
of times

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIC WOLFINGER

Michael Mina has
the restaurant
world covered,
with 40 restaurants,
fine dining to casual,
from Hawaii to Dubai,
and a surprising
number of venues in
Idaho. You could say
this heralded chef has
that world conquered,
with a Michelin star,
multiple James Beard
awards and praise from
media nationwide. But
like every operator,
he’s been knocked
sideways by the wrath
of the pandemic,
struggling with many
of the same challenges.
Yet, the MINA Group
continues to expand,
opening restaurants
and finding promising
ways to adapt.

Success begins
with a staff who
feel their work
is valued along
with a clear path
to advancement,
says veteran
chef/restaurateur
Michael Mina.

Q. Are there lessons to be learned
from the worst first year? What
would you say is happening now as
the industry tries to move forward?

Q. How do you accommodate
guests with the shortages in your
restaurants?

A. What we all found is that there are some

to. If we normally take 200 reservations, then now
we maybe take 100. If we’re fully staffed that day,
we will take more walk-ins; open up the books
more. People for the most part have been really
understanding. Occasionally you have to do more
explaining. The Bungalow Kitchen in Tiburon
(Calif.) is really hot now and guests will see tables
open but we can’t seat them. There’s a give and
take and a lot of communication that goes on. If
we’re sold out, we tell them to try again in the
evening. Not everyone is rushing to get back
inside.

similarities around the country. The price of
product has gone up. Product is definitely more
expensive than ever before and hard to source. Up
to six months to get a stove, and even equipment
has had a lot of delays, so opening a restaurant
might be delayed. That’s everywhere. So you have
to plan for the delays each step of the way. Be
conservative about dates.
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Q. How do you manage any
frustrations?

A. I’d say for the most part people have been

“WE ARE
ALSO
ABSOLUTELY
HIRING
SOMEONE
WITH A
GOOD
ATTITUDE
EVEN
IF THEY
HAVE LESS
EXPERIENCE
THAN WE
FOCUSED ON
BEFORE.”

pretty gracious and in all honesty something
like this is not a specific problem for Mina Group
restaurants. Customers know that restaurants
are dealing with more obstacles than they did
before and they’re seeing it in any restaurant they
go to. But our protocol now if there is a problem
is we immediately get management involved. No
matter how much training we do for staff, we
decided it’s not for them to deal with questions or
issues that arise.
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Q. How do you get people to apply?

A. One thing is we’ve had to up our wages. We’ve
always loved getting referrals from employees and
now we have upped our referral bonus a lot. We
are also absolutely hiring someone with a good
attitude even if they have less experience than we
focused on before.

Q. Once you’ve hired, how do you get
staff to stay?

A. The struggle to find staff can be difficult in

A. You can motivate people with raises but the

the best of times, and labor has become the No.
1 problem, hands down. The biggest wild card
you face every day even when you do get staff

best way is really a career path and giving them
an education. We’re offering more learning and
development than we’ve ever had. More structure

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF MINA GROUP

Better pay and
the willingness
to train has
helped ease
labor woes.

✣

—Michael Mina, restaurateur/chef

—Chef Michael Mina
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Mina, left,
knows
mentorship
and training
help retain a
solid staff.

“WE’RE OFFERING
MORE LEARNING
AND DEVELOPMENT
THAN WE’VE
EVER HAD. MORE
STRUCTURE THAN
WE’VE EVER HAD.
BEING ABLE TO GIVE
GOOD DIRECTION
ON WHAT THEIR JOB
ENTAILS.”

is that when people are not feeling good this
year, we’ve gone from worried about COVID to
even a cough or a cold that might be COVID. We
used the J-1 program as well with employees from
other countries and that has started up again. We
partner with a lot of hotels (we’re in 20).

Q. Is it harder or easier to staff
restaurants with your history and
reputation?
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A. We take a lot less reservations than we used

PUT YOUR STAFF FIRST

Michael Mina
2020 to 2022

than we’ve ever had. Being able to give
good direction on what their job entails.
And we’ve shortened the transitions.
There’s a certain onboarding to get new
employees familiar, but once you are
familiar with culture of the restaurant,
then it’s more about career “path-ing.”
Chefs in the ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s did a lot
of prep before they got on line and then
were on stations longer. Garde manger
was a year and a half before the hot line,
now with us it might be six months.
Shadowing might be one or two weeks.
Now we’re adding more digital learning
because people are learning differently.
We have a website we’ve created called
recipe exchange. Every recipe from every
restaurant, the wine pairings, when you
drop the plate. We have 40 restaurants and
3,000 videos and now staff can learn from
home at their own pace.

Started MINA Family

Kitchen and several other
virtual brands

69%

Closed his flagship
restaurant, Michael Mina
San Francisco, launched in
1989
Opened Estiatorio Ornos
in its place, the same spot
that once housed Aqua, the
restaurant that launched his
fame as executive chef from
1993 to 2002
Opened The Bungalow
Kitchen by Michael Mina
outside of San Francisco
Added another location
of Bourbon Steak, this
time in his home state of
Washington

Q. You’ve operated at an elite,
successful level for a long time.
Do you think you’ve got a handle
on things now?

Launching Mother Tongue
later this year in Los
Angeles.

A. I think that every day is a learning
experience. Risk is risk. It’s not like
the problems are going to get solved
next week. n
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minimize the impact. Many lessons
learned then, combined with
practices that have helped recover
from the pandemic, can pave the
way (see story on page 84).
But even in the best of times,
succeeding takes constant work,
says Bret Thorn, who has been
covering the restaurant industry
for Nation's Restaurant News for
23 years.
"It's a business of so many moving
parts that successful operators
need to juggle that I marvel that
so many of them stay in business,"
he says. In his reporting, he's seen
common threads of what works.
Turn to the previous page.
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LISTEN TO YOUR CRITICS
Everyone is a critic now, thanks to social media and influencers. Most are
well-intentioned but uninformed. Some might have an ax to grind, but
more likely their tastes just don’t align with yours or they just want to vent.
You can tell the difference between someone who’s angry or mean-spirited
and someone who has accurately pointed to flaws (and every restaurant
has them). Look for patterns: If online reviews say your music is too loud
or your fish is salty, it’s likely that your music is too loud or your fish is
salty.

Diners say that complimentary extras would go
far in increasing restaurant loyalty
—Open Table

six/

SEVEN/

I’m not a software expert, but I do know
that there’s a lot of accounting that caters to
restaurant operators. Find software you like,
take the time to set it up to suit your needs,
and then use it. Everyone measures food
cost and labor cost, but I know of restaurant
companies that have beef costs, chicken costs
and other specific line items to measure all
of their big food expenses, and who measure
labor cost based on daypart. The more
specific you can get when it comes where your
money is going, the easier it will be for you to
spot problems before they get out of control.

Chef and restaurateur Ian Boden said he was
working 90 or more hours a week at The Shack,
his restaurant in Staunton, Virginia, before
the pandemic shut everything down. Now the
restaurant is only open Thursday through
Saturday and the kitchen crew works a half day on
Wednesday for prep. Sales are basically the same,
Boden says, as when the restaurant operated six
days weekly, but he and his staff have a life.
Serve as many people as possible and do as
much business as you can, but consider taking
a step back, focusing on what you do best and
charging what you’re worth. ■

YOU CAN’T FIX WHAT YOU
DON’T MEASURE

DON’T TRY TO BE EVERYTHING TO
EVERYONE

Lose The Lost Leader.
Removing a signature
item, one beloved
by diners, seemed
counterintuitive until it
wasn’t.
LAST SEEN: The owners

of Chicago’s Parachute
removed its best-selling
item—the renowned $15
bing bread filled with
cheddar cheese, green
onions, potatoes and
bacon—after realizing
that its high labor costs
and low profit margin
would not work with the
restaurant’s model to
pay staff a livable wage.
Still Poppin’.
FOMO will continue
fueling pop-ups as long
as the food is on-trend
and good-looking. In
other words, Insta- and
TikTok-worthy.
LAST SEEN: Japanese-

style sandwiches from
Sandoitchi, the Dallasborn pop-up that’s been
popping up throughout
Texas, sell out preorders
in minutes. The light
and fluffy milk bread
holds together artful
presentations of egg
salad, ham and cheese
and even strawberries
and cream.

Urban Belly, left, dishes from the Table at Crate
in Northbrook, Illinois, and Danny McGowan.

meals” nightly or during slower earlier parts
of the week. You could also only open for
carryout on some shifts to tighten up the
labor model.

EQUIPPED
TO SUCCEED

RENT
Landlords were flexible during some of the
worst times. They reduced or deferred rent.
During a recession, you can renegotiate or
ask for temporary relief. If you are in a hightraffic area or office complex experiencing a
major decrease in traffic, it is not unheard of
to ask for some relief.

Looking Back to Move Forward
Lessons from the last 10 years
By Danny McGowan

▷ Throughout my 35 years

in the restaurant business, I have
experienced the best and the worst of times. Fortunately, there have been more peaks than
valleys, but some important lessons have come from both. These best practices can help
position you for success during a likely recession as well as continue to help you build back
your business after the pandemic.
MENUS
If you cut your menu during the pandemic
to help offset labor shortages, supply chain
issues and increased costs, that same
mindset will be helpful in a recession. Focus
on your signature items, guest favorites
and best-perceived value items. Value will
drive traffic; your guests should feel you are
looking out for them. Stick to the basics and
execute them well.
LABOR
We learned from the pandemic that we
couldn’t fill positions and a lot of restaurants
continue to be short staffed. When talent
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is available, find a spot for them. During a
recession, the short-sighted will let good
key people go. Keep them and if you can
afford it, consider adding spots for the
future. Recessions will end and things will
turn around. Your bench and team will be
stronger and ready when that happens.
OFF-PREMISE DINING
Just about everyone pivoted to add carryout
during the pandemic and some went further
to add family or group meals to fill the void
of the family or friends' night out. Those
same meals can be repurposed into “value

HOURS
Most restaurants that re-opened after
pandemic-related closures changed their
hours of operation due to limited staffing
and limited guests. During a recession, the
same strategy can be used. Do you need to
be open for lunch every day or at all? Can
you eliminate a few shifts that really won’t
affect your overall sales? Can you only
open six days a week—maybe just five and
maximize sales in a limited amount of time?
CONCEPT
Many restaurant groups experimented
with pop-up concepts, a strategy that saw
a jump in interest during the pandemic.
Be prepared again to run a few different
concepts out of your one space to optimize
that location. ■
Danny McGowan is the chief operating officer for
the eight concepts and 12 restaurants under the
Cornerstone Restaurant Group.

Outshine the competition by using top-quality equipment and

supplies. We deliver thousands of outstanding products nationwide,
and ordering with us is the easiest part of your day. From the front
to the back of the house, your success is our priority.

For more information, contact your US Foods® representative.
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TECHNOLOGY
In the last 10 years, technology has
transformed the restaurant world for the
better. Your digital world should always
be up to date, but even more so during a
recession when you need constant contact
with customers. Your social media needs to
be on point and relevant to what guests will
be looking for; focus less on the excessive
and more on value. Be sure your web page
has easy and clear links to online ordering.
You will save a lot on commissions if the
customer orders directly from you instead
of through a third-party.

Scan QR code to view catering focused
products and articles to enhance your
next event
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.
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